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ABSTRACT
THE ROLES OF MIDGUT HORMONE AND ALLATOTROPIN IN THE
ADULT BLACK BLOW FLY, PHORMIA REGINA MEIGEN
(DIPTERA: CALLIPHORIDAE)
SEPTEMBER 2000
MENG-PING TU, B.A., NATIONAL TAIWAN UNIVERSITY
M.S., NATIONAL TAIWAN UNIVERSITY
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Chih-Ming Yin

Nutrition greatly affects the reproductive success in many insects.

Also,

previous studies have shown this nutrition-reproduction connection is mediated via
endocrine control. In Phormia regina, a proteinaceous meal is essential for egg
maturation.

Recent discovery of a midgut hormone, from liver-fed P. regina,

established a link between feeding and endocrine function which leads to oogenesis.
This midgut hormone is the first such insect gut hormone governing oogenesis.
Whether or not this hormone is released into the hemolymph, however, is not
determined. To demonstrate the existence of the midgut hormone in the hemolymph,
hemolymph was partially purified and its oogenesis-stimulating effect tested.

A

gonadotropic effect was observed in the hemolymph extracts prepared from 5 and 6h
post-liver-fed females. The midgut hormone appears to circulate in the hemolymph to
reach its target, presumably the brain neurosecretory cells.

Injection of partially

purified midgut hormone caused a significant volume increase and changes in the
distribution of stainable materials of the type-A brain median neurosecretory cells

Vlll

(MNCs). It is conceivable that these cellular changes reflect the synthesis/release of
neurohormones by the type-A MNCs. Thus, results suggested that midgut hormone is
hemolymph-bome and has a cerebrotropic function.
The possible role of the brain after being stimulated by midgut hormone was
investigated. In vitro studies showed that the brain releases, at 8h after a protein meal,
a factor(s) with a strong allatotropic effect (i.e., causing the corpus allatum (CA) to
produce 6.9 times more juvenile hormones (JHs) than the control CA).

The

characteristics of this allatotropic factor(s) were estimated with different experiments.
First,

Manduca

sexta

allatotropin

(Mas-AT)-immunopositive

substances

were

observed in the lateral neurosecretory cells (LNCs) and the neurosecretory cells
located between the pars intercerebralis and oesophagus foramen. Second, synthetic
Mas-AT stimulated JH biosynthesis by the fly's CA (2.64-fold activation when
stimulated with 20 pmol per test).

Third, when brain-released factor(s) was

neutralized with anti-Mas-AT antiserum both in vivo and in vitro, the CA still
synthesized a considerable quantity of JH. This result suggested that there may be
additional non-Mas-AT allatotropic agent in P. regina.
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CHAPTER I
LITERATURE REVIEW
Introduction
Our laboratory has studied the interactions among nutrition, hormones, and
oogenesis in the black blow fly, Phormia regina, for the past few years (Liu et al,
1988; Yin et al, 1989; Zou et al, 1989; Yin and Stoffolano, 1990; Yin et al, 1990;
Yin et al, 1993; Yin et al, 1994; Qin et al, 1995). Results obtained suggest that a
proteinaceous meal triggers the release of midgut hormone, which travels through the
hemolymph to reach the brain and activates its neuroendocrine processes leading to
oogenesis and female insemination.

Brain neurohormones then trigger the corpus

allatum (CA) to produce juvenile hormones (JHs), and stimulate the ovary to produce
ecdysteroids. JHs and ecdysteroids both play crucial roles in ovary development and
in female insemination (Figure 1.1) (Yin et al, 1994).
Although the results of midgut hormone bioassay (Yin et al, 1994) and of
decerebration experiments (Yin et al, 1993) suggest that midgut hormone induces the
brain to release oogenesis-stimulating neurohormones, direct evidence of this
mechanism is lacking.

Neither the target cells of this midgut hormone nor their

function are clearly understood. To better understand this event, we need to answer
several questions experimentally.

Most importantly, the target cells must be

characterized and whether or not this midgut hormone circulates in the hemolymph
must be determined. In an attempt to study the physiological function of the target of
midgut hormone, several working hypotheses have been proposed (Yin et al., 1994).
In this dissertation, the hypotheses concerning allatotropin is examined.
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In this chapter, the literature on the role of nutrition in the adult insects'
endocrine system is reviewed first. The literature on the digestive system as a source
of hormones in general and the studies of neuroendocrine system in Diptera are also
introduced to the reader. Finally, how JH synthesis is regulated and how JH regulates
reproduction is discussed with emphasis placed on cyclorrhaphous dipterans.

Nutrition and Its Effect on the Insect Endocrine System
Proper nutrition provides an organism with the chemicals required for its
growth, tissue maintenance, reproduction and the energy necessary to maintain these
functions. In cases where egg nourishment is obtained by the adult insect, insufficient
nutrition inhibits egg development through mechanisms such as inhibition of CA, as
seen in Orthoptera (Highnam et al., 1966; Tobe and Chapman, 1979; Couillard and
Girardie, 1985), Blattaria (Weaver and Pratt, 1981; Weaver, 1984; Woodhead and
Stay, 1989; Acle et al., 1990; Schal et al., 1993; Osorio et al., 1998), and Hemiptera
(Wigglesworth, 1936).

For instance, Osorio et al. (1998) demonstrated that food

consumption increases after the removal of the ootheca in B. germanica, followed by
CA volume increase during the first 4h after feeding, which then initiates the second
gonadotropic cycle. This event, however, does not happen in starved females.
Egg production in most Diptera completely depends on protein feeding by
adults, especially in the anautogenous species (Wheeler, 1996).

For example,

vitellogenesis in the anautogenous mosquito Aedes aegypti depends upon the
interaction of JH, 20-hydroxyecdysone (20E), neuropeptides, and ovarian factors.
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These hormones, however, are released only after a blood meal (Dhadialla and
Raikhel, 1994).
JH or the CA is important in mediating the response to ingested protein in the
stable fly Stomoxys calcirans (Moobola and Cupp, 1978), the house fly Musca
domestica, (Adams and Gerst, 1991; Adams and Gerst, 1992), the fruit fly Drosophila
melanogaster (Bownes et al., 1988), and blow flies Calliphora erythrocephala
(Strangways-Dixon, 1961a; Strangways-Dixon, 1961b; Strangways-Dixon, 1962),
Calliphora vomitoria (Duve et al., 1992), Lucilia sericata (Mackerras, 1933; Applin,
1979; Applin, 1981), and P. regina (Rasso and Fraenkel, 1954; Orr, 1964a;
Stoffolano, 1974; Mjeni and Morrison, 1976; Pappas and Fraenkel, 1978; Yin and
Stoffolano, 1990).

Studies in P. regina show that the protein diet serves the dual

function of triggering the endocrine system and providing nutrients for vitellogenin
biosynthesis.

Hsiao and Fraenkel (1966) found a significant size increase in both

protocerebral MNCs and their nuclei soon after protein feeding.

Two independent

studies showed that the protein meal activates the CA (Liu et al., 1988; Zou et al.,
1989). Both results showed a dramatic increase (10- to 12-fold) in the incorporation
of [ H]-methionine to the bioproducts of the CA at 24h after liver feeding. A protein
meal also triggers ecdysteroid titer increase in this fly (Yin et al., 1990). A midgut
factor released after a liver meal provides direct evidence that feeding triggers the
activation of the endocrine system.

It is also the first gut hormone discovered in

insects that plays a critical role in the regulation of oogenesis (Yin et al., 1994). To
better understand the dual function of the digestive system, a review of the digestive
system, as a source of hormones, is provided in the next section.
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Digestive System as a Source of Hormones
In addition to its critical role in nutrient digestion and absorption, the digestive
system also functions as an endocrine organ. In fact, in humans, the gastrointestinal
(GI) mucosa is considered to be the largest endocrine organ. Based on the structural
homology, most human gut hormones can be conveniently grouped into two families,
the gastrin and secretin families (Hadley, 1996).

Our present knowledge of GI

hormones suggests that their actions are limited to digestion and the movement of food
products along the GI tract. However, nutrition does have some direct impact on non¬
alimentary endocrines. For instance, specific dietary conditions alter the sensitivity of
the hypothalamic-pituitary axis resulting in an increase of thyroid releasing hormone,
which then stimulates the synthesis and release of thyroid stimulating hormone to
activate the thyroid (Danforth and Burger, 1989).
Over the past decade, a considerable body of research has been focused on the
insect gut with emphasis on endocrine function. In fact, the midgut is now considered
to be one of the largest endocrine organs in insects (Lange and Orchard, 1998).
Several researchers have used vertebrate peptides as templates either to localize or to
purify similar peptides from insects (Brown et al., 1986; Glattli et al., 1987; Schols et
al., 1987; Duve and Thorpe, 1988; Schoofs et al., 1988; Verhaert et al., 1989; Sehnal

and Zitnan, 1990; Zitnan et al., 1993a; Montuenga et al., 1994; Veenstra et al., 1995).
A number of vertebrate regulatory peptides and neuroamides have been located in the
nerves innervating the gut and in the endocrine cells distributed within the midgut
wall. Some of these tested peptides have been immuno-localized in a wide-range of
insect Orders (Zitnan et al., 1993a). No study, however, addresses the function of
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these vertebrate peptides in insects. The distribution of insect neuropeptides in the
midgut region has also been studied either conspecifically or heterospecifically using
immunohistochemistry or in situ hybridization (Table 1.1).

In addition, several

peptides have been directly purified from the insect gut (Table 1.2). The physiological
role of most gut peptides is related to gut motility and digestion, with some exceptions
such as ecdysiotropic peptides (Gelman et al., 1991), insulin-like peptide/hormone
(Teller et al., 1983; Mtioui et al., 1993), and midgut hormone (Yin et al., 1994). The
following review focuses on midgut hormone, discovered in P. regina in our
laboratory.
Ultrastructural studies reveal that the midgut epithelium of P. regina is
composed of 3 major cell types: digestive, regenerative, and endocrine (Stoffolano et
al., 1989). Two ultrastructurally distinct endocrine cell types (i.e., closed and open)

are also observed.

Closed endocrine cells are cone-shaped, solitarily arranged and

basally located. The electron dense secretory granules in this cell type are about 6001,800

A in diameter.

These cells lack the basal membrane labyrinth and the cell body

does not extend to the gut lumen. Open endocrine cells are slender, vase-shaped, with
smaller electron dense secretory granules (ca. 400-1,300

A

in diameter). The amount

of granules in the closed endocrine cells decreases between 4 to 8h after a liver meal,
while that in the open endocrine cells remains the same. The exocytosis of secretory
granules into the hemolymph in the closed cells of liver-fed flies is best observed
using the TAGO-method of staining.
Yin et al. (1994) further studied the effect of crude midgut extract on follicle
development in P. regina. Bioassay results showed that the midgut extract injected
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flies are 5.4-fold more vitellogenic than the saline injected control, and high activity is
detected when the extract is prepared from 6h post-liver-meal donors. This midgut
hormone is partially heat resistant and is not denatured in 80 % methanol.

The

estimated Mr is between 5,000 and 11,000. Our laboratory is presently working on the
purification of this midgut hormone.

The direct function/target of this midgut

hormone is still unclear, although several possibilities have been proposed by Yin et
al. (1994). This dissertation focuses on the brain neurosecretory cells as the possible

target of midgut hormone.

Thus, a brief review of the neuroendocrine system in

Diptera is provided in the next section.

Neuroendocrine System in Diptera
Neurosecretory cells (NSCs) are neurons which, in addition to possessing
neuronal characteristics, possess many attributes of the gland cells.

They produce

neurohormones bound to carrier substances with specific staining properties, making
them easily visualized histologically or histochemically.

In fact, nerve cells

containing chromophilic particles were observed several years before the concept of
neurosecretion was formulated (Scharrer and Scharrer, 1937).

Several staining

methods are used to identify or classify NSCs, such as chrome haematoxylin-phloxine,
paraldehyde fuchsin (PAF), Victoria blue, and azocarmine methods. Each dye stains a
different group of NSCs, presumably because the stains have different affinities for the
various kinds of neurosecretory peptides and carrier proteins (for a detailed review,
please see Gabe, 1966; Normann, 1983; Rabbe, 1983; Orchard and Loughton, 1985;
Nijhout, 1994).
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NSCs occur throughout the central nervous system, but are particularly
abundant in the protocerebrum.

Hsiao and Fraenkel (1966), using the PAF and

Gomori's staining methods, have characterized the distribution of NSCs in P. regina.
They identified six NSC groups with both type-A and -B cells occurring in each
hemisphere of the brain. The six groups are: frontal, median, lateral type-A, lateral
type-B, posterior group-I, and -II (Figure

1.2, A, B).

No type-B median

neurosecretory cells (MNCs) are identified in this study (Hsiao and Fraenkel, 1966).
Dai et al. (1987), however, identify two types of MNCs in P. regina based on size,
opacity of their neurosecretory granules (NSG), and their staining reaction with the
PAF method. Type-A cell cytoplasm contains a large number of NSG (about 80 to
400 nm in diameter) and stains purple. Type-B cell cytoplasm, however, contains a
smaller amount of NSG (about 80 to 170 nm in diameter) and stains green.
NSCs usually send their axons to specialized neurohemal organs/areas where
their secretions are released directly into the hemolymph. The corpus cardiacum (CC)
is regarded primarily as the neurohemal organ of brain NSCs. These paired glands are
located posterior to the brain and are typically connected to it by three pairs of nerves:
nervi corpora cardiaci I, II, and III (NCCI, II, and III).

The NSCs in the pars

intercerebralis (i.e., MNCs) give rise to the NCC I. The lateral protocerebral group
(i.e., LNCs) and the tritocerebral group are the source of the NCC II and III (Figure
1.2, C). However, axons from the MNCs of the brain bypass the CC in many insects.
Some of these axons innervate target organs, such as the CA, but most of them
terminate in the aortal wall. In Diptera, the functional organization of the brain NSC-
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CC-aortal wall complex is somewhat different from that found in most other insects,
and within the Order there are important differences among Genera (Normann, 1983).
For instance, cerebral neurosecretion is released from an aortal neurohemal site
in adult Chironomus riparia (Credland and Phillips, 1974) and mosquitoes (Normann,
1983). In adult D. melanogaster, the axons of NCC have been observed to terminate
in both the CC and CA, but not the aortal wall (Aggarwal and King, 1971).

In

Calliphora, some MNC axons go directly to the CA; most of them terminate in the
aortal neurohemal organs (Figure 1.3) (Normann, 1965; Thomsen, 1969), but some
PAF-positive material has been observed inside the CC (Thomsen, 1969).

In

Sarcophaga ruficornis, both the aorta and CC contain neurosecretory material of
cerebral origin (Awasthi, 1972).

In P. regina, the NCC (one from each cerebral

hemisphere) approach and join with the recurrent nerve shortly after leaving the brain
forming

a

larger

nerve

bundle

called

the

cardiac-recurrent

nerve

(CRN).

Neurosecretory granules are found in the CRN and in the CC (Dai et al., 1987).
Ventral nerve cord neurosecretory products are delivered mostly to the
perisympathetic organs (Raabe, 1965). The organs are located on the transverse or
median nerve of the posterior sympathetic nervous system (Rabbe, 1982). The general
structure of the perisympathetic organs strongly resembles the structure of the CC
(Rabbe, 1982). In addition, octopamine has been found in these organs (Evans, 1978).
As more and more neuropeptides are purified and their functions studied, we
now know that the neuroendocrine system is involved in almost all physiological
events in an insect. In P. regina, brain NSCs may control the biosynthesis of both
ecdysteroids and JHs (Figure 1.1). In fact, the importance of brain MNCs in regulating
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CA activity has been studied long before the discovery of allatotropin and allatostatin
(Thomsen, 1952; Strangways-Dixon, 1961b; Lea and Thomsen, 1962; McCaffery,
1976; Pappas and Fraenkel, 1978; Acle et al, 1990).

This dissertation is mainly

focused on the hypothesis that the brain MNCs, as the target of midgut hormone,
control CA activity via a hormonal pathway.

Thus, the factors that control JH

biosynthesis by the CA are reviewd in the next section.

Juvenile Hormones and the Regulation of Their Biosynthesis
JHs regulate insect metamorphosis, caste determination, behavior, poly¬
morphism, diapause, vitellogenin synthesis, ovarian development, as well as various
aspects of metabolism associated with these processes (for a recent review, see
Nijhout, 1998).
In a typical insect, JHs are synthesized and secreted by the CA, a pair of
neuroendocrine organs connected to the brain via nerve fibers.

In certain species,

including the P. regina, this pair of organs fuses to become an unpaired CA (Figure
1.3).

Only one type of glandular cell occurs in the CA.

Abundant smooth

endoplasmic reticula in CA cells are consistent with the function of producing JH. JH
produced are not stored in the gland, although glands retain hormone in proportion to
the rate of biosynthesis (Gade et al., 1997).
JHs are a family of sesquiterpenoids. The first identified JH structure is JH I
(Roller et al, 1967).

To date, ten juvenoids have been discovered and identified,

differing only by side-chain length or epoxidation (Figure 1.4).

Three JHs, JH III

bisepoxide (JHB3), JH III, and methyl famesoate (MF), have been identified in P.
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regina (Liu, 1985; Liu et al, 1988; Zou et al, 1989; Yin et al., 1995).

Yin et al.

(1995) showed that a certain ratio of JHs, reflecting the normal physiology of the CA,
is most effective in promoting vitellogenesis in P. regina. The function or advantage
of maintaining such a blend of JHs, however, remains unclear.
Anatomically, CA are innervated by neurons originating in the brain,
investigators thus focus on the brain as a major source of allatoregulatory factors
(Weaver et al., 1998). Although an intact nervous connection between brain and CA
may be necessary in many insects, this nervous connection is not necessary in adult
female P. regina (Yin et al., 1993).
JH biosynthesis is controlled by the presence or absence of allatotropins (ATs)
or allatostatins (ASTs) secreted from the brain NSCs (Khan, 1988). ATs stimulate JH
biosynthesis. ASTs inhibit JH biosynthesis. So far, one AT and several ASTs have
been isolated from several different insect Orders.

ASTs have been isolated from

brain extracts of a cricket (Gryllus bimaculatus), a moth (Manduca sexta), the honey
bee (Apis mellifera), and various cockroach species {B. germanica, D. punctata, and
P. americana) (Gade et al., 1997). To date, AT has been isolated only from the heads
of pharate adult M. sexta (Mas-AT), although other ATs have been partially
characterized in the larvae of the wax moth (Galleria mellonella), adult locust (Z.
migratoria), cricket (G. bimaculatus), true bug (Pyrrhocoris apterus), and the honey
bee (A. mellifera) (Gade et al., 1997).
AST was first isolated from D. punctata (Woodhead et al., 1989). Since then,
four ASTs from B. germanica (Blg-AST) (Belles et al., 1994), seven from D. punctata
(Dip-AST) (Woodhead et al, 1989; Pratt et al., 1991; Donley et al., 1993; Woodhead
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et al-> 1994), two from P. americana (Pea-AST) (Stay et al., 1994; Weaver et al.,
1994), six from G. bimaculatus (Grb-AST) (Lorenz et al., 1995a; Lorenz et al.,
1995b), one from M. sexta (Mas-AST) (Kramer et al., 1991), and three from A.

mellifera (Apm-AST) (Gade et al., 1997) have been identified.

In addition to the

identification of these ASTs, the genes, structure-activity relations, receptors,
distribution, and metabolism of some of these ASTs have been studied in several
species. For recent reviews, see Stay et al. (1994), Gade et al. (1997), and Weaver et

al (1998).
In contrast to the extensive studies of the ASTs, only a limited amount of
research has focused on the ATs.

Mas-AT, the only AT yet isolated, was obtained

from pharate adult heads of M. sexta (Kataoka et al., 1989). This 13-residue, amidated
peptide with a sequence of G-F-K-N-V-E-M-M-T-A-R-G-F-NH2
synthesis in adult, but not larval and pupal, M. sexta CA.

activates JH

It also stimulates JH

synthesis in the CA of Heliothis virescens but not in Tenebrio molitor, Schistocerca

nitens, and P. americana. Therefore, it is believed that this AT is restricted to the
adult stage and is specific to lepidopterans (Kataoka et al., 1989). Rachinsky and
Feldlaufer (2000), however, reported that Mas-AT stimulated JH biosynthesis by the
CA from the feeding stage larvae of A. mellifer.

In the last larval instar of G.

mellonella, a partially purified 20 kDa brain polypeptide stimulated JH biosynthesis in
larval CA in vitro (Bogus and Scheller, 1994). Furthermore, two pairs of cells in the
pars intercerebralis and the CC are immunoreactive when probed with monoclonal
antibodies against this polypeptide (Bogus and Scheller, 1996).

Several allatotropic

factors have been discovered from methanol extracts of the brain, CC, and
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suboesophageal ganglion (SOG) in adult L. migratoria. Among them, allatotropin I is
the most active. This small peptide (0.7 to 2 kDa) is found primarily in the brain and
the CC (Gadot and Applebaum, 1985; Gadot et al, 1987). The SOG in adult crickets,
G. bimaculatus, however, is the major source of a partially purified allatotropic factor.
Based on its sensitivity to protease and its heat resistance, this factor is also most
likely a small peptide (Couillard and Girardie, 1990; Hoffmann et al., 1994; Lorenz
and Hoffmann, 1995).

Recently, another possible allatotropic factor (Mr < 10 kDa)

has been found in brain-SOG-CC-CA extracts of the hemipteran P. apterus.

This

factor appears to be a small peptide and displays proteinase K sensitivity (Hodkova et
al., 1996). In honey bees, a heat-stable allatotropic factor has been found in brain and
SOG extracts prepared from worker prepupae. Its stimulatory effect on JH production
is irreversible. Based on its sensitivity to trypsin, this factor appears to be a peptide.
A second heat-sensitive allatotropic component was found in the optic lobe. However,
the stimulatory effect of this factor is reversible, and it is not sensitive to trypsin. In
addition, an allatostatic factor has been found in SOG extracts.

It is insensitive to

trypsin and the inhibitory effect of this factor is not reversible (Rachinsky, 1996).
Studies show that several biogenic amines have an allatoregulating effect in
insects. Octopamine enhances the release of JH III from the CA of L. migratoria and
elevates the cAMP content of the glands in vitro (Lafon-Cazal and Baehr, 1988). In
D. punctata and G. bimaculatus, octopamine may act as a neuromodulator by
regulating ion channels in CA cells, as well as releasing allatostatins from terminal
nerves within the CA (Thompson et al., 1990), thereby inhibiting JH synthesis
(Woodring and Hoffmann, 1994).

In honey bee worker larvae, octopamine and
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serotonin cause a dose-dependent stimulation of JH production, whereas dopamine
and norepinephrime are ineffective (Rachinsky, 1994).

In P. regina, injection of an

octopamine agonist, clonidine, increases female receptivity in sugar-fed flies, which
do not mate in nature.

However, there is no significant difference in JH

biosynthesis/release between clonidine-treated and control females at 1, 3, 5, and 7h
post-injection (Evans et al., 1997). This result indicates octopamine may play no role
in controlling JH biosynthesis in this fly.
Sex peptide, found in the male accessory gland of D. melanogaster, stimulates
JH biosynthesis in vitro (Moshitzky et al., 1996). It can also activate JH biosynthesis
in the virgin female moth, Helicoverpa armigera, and concurrently inhibit pheromone
biosynthesis activating neuropeptide (PBAN) in this species (Fan et al., 1999). This
possible JH synthesis regulation via copulation also indicates the importance of JH in
controlling reproduction in adult insects.

Juvenile Hormones and Reproduction
The gonadotropic effects of JH were first observed by Wigglesworth (1936) in
Rhodnius prolixus. In fact, ecdysteroids and JHs, which earlier in life control molting
and metamorphosis, are the major hormones that regulate adult reproduction (Wyatt,
1997). In many insect species, JHs regulate many reproductive related tissues, such as
the fat body, the ovarian follicle, the accessory gland, the pheromone gland, and the
central nervous system.

Due to the enormous amount of information, this review

concentrates on JH regulated reproductive processes in the higher Diptera. For a more
complete review, please see Wyatt and Davey (1996).
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In cyclorrhaphous dipteran, JH affects accessory reproductive gland

(ARG)

development (both males and females), ontogeny of sexual behavior, and oogenesis
(Yin and Stoffolano, 1997), although differences among species exist.

Thomsen

(1942) first observed that the CA is involved in ARG development in C.
erythrocephala. However, Yamamoto et al. (1988) were the first to show that JH had
a direct effect on protein synthesis in the ARGs.
JHs are involved in the initiation of mating behavior in the following insects:
M. domestica (Adams and Hintz, 1969); Glossina morsitans and G. austeni (Gillot and
Langley, 1981); D. melanogaster (Manning, 1967); C. vomitoria (Trabalon and
Campan, 1984; Trabalon and Campan, 1985); and P. regina (Evans et al., 1997; Qin et
al., 1999).

Allatectomy suppresses mating behavior in both sexes of P. regina.

Topical application of 10 pg of a juvenile hormone analogue, s-methoprene, restores
sexual activity in both allatectomized males and females (Qin, 1996; Yin et al., 1999).
JHs control fat body competence, vitellogenin (Vg) biosynthesis, and Vg
uptake and internalization in cyclorrhaphous flies (Yin and Stoffolano, 1997).

In P.

regina, allatectomy before the ingestion of an adequate protein meal results in fat body
hypertrophy, when fat body is used for lipid accumulation rather than protein synthesis
(Orr, 1964a; Orr, 1964b). Qin et al. (1995) have shown that ovariectomy alone cannot
induce fat body hypertrophy, thus absence of ovarian ecdysteroids does not cause fat
body hypertrophy in this fly.

Methoprene treatment restores Vg biosynthesis and

prevents fat body hypertrophy only if it is applied within 48h after liver feeding.

It

appears that after the hypertrophied fat body is well developed, it becomes insensitive
to methoprene (Qin et al., 1995).
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The role that JH plays in regulating Vg synthesis in Diptera differs from that
found in other insect Orders (Davey, 1994). In D. melanogaster, JH stimulates both
fat body and ovarian yolk protein synthesis in conjunction with ovary-produced
ecdysteroids.

However, the exact role of JH in regulating Vg biosynthesis in the

Drosophilidae remains unclear (Kelly, 1994). In contrast, JH or its analogues cannot
trigger Vg biosynthesis in the Muscoidea (Muscomorpha) (Huybrechts and De Loof,
1982; Stoffolano et al., 1992).

The restoration of oogenesis occurs only if dietary

protein is ingested by the allatectomized flies prior to JH therapy (Huybrechts and De
Loof, 1982). In sugar-fed P. regina, Vg or vitellin (Vt) cannot be detected even after
three treatments of methoprene (Stoffolano et al., 1992). Furthermore, when liver-fed
females are treated with precocene upon emergence, CA activity decreases, no
oogenesis occurs, but Vg biosynthesis remains the same. This provides evidence for
direct JH regulation of the Vg uptake, but indirect JH regulation of the Vg synthesis in
P. regina (Yin et al., 1989).
The present study was undertaken to determine the role of midgut hormone
and allatotropin, if present, in oogenesis in P. regina. A working hypothesis has been
proposed based on our knowledge regarding the reproductive physiology of this fly
(see Introduction & Figure 1.1). The protein hunger leads females to search for and
acquire a protein meal, and signals from the stretch receptors in the abdomen stop
females from further feeding (Dethier, 1976). This protein meal triggers the release of
midgut hormone and provides building blocks for oogenesis (Yin et al., 1994). The
ultimate result of this endocrine cascade is the oviposition of matured eggs. However,
the immediate function and the target cells/organs of this midgut hormone is unknown,
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although previous studies showed that the brain is involved (Yin et al., 1993; Yin et
al., 1994). The brain neurohormones, which are believed to trigger the down-stream
endocrine cascade for vitellogenesis and Vg uptake, are unknown.

The following

chapters will attempt to fill the gaps between the known events and the hypothetical
pathways of this model system outlined in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.3 Positions of the main elements of the central nervous system and the
neuroendocrine system in Calliphora, together with the anterior part of the aorta
and of the alimentary canal with crop and crop duct. The retrocerebral endocrine
complex (inset) illustrated as a simplified diagram below. B: brain; TG: thoracic
ganglion; CRN: cardiac-recurrent nerve; CA: corpus allatum; CC: corpus
cardiacum; CD: crop duct; HG = hypocerebral ganglion; MG: midgut; MNC:
median neurosecretory cells; prov = proventriculus. Axons from the MNC of the
brain (aldehyde fuchsin-positive) penetrate the CC to terminate in the aortal wall
dorsal to the CC. This region is their neurohemal organ. Some MNC axons,
however, enter the CA in adults (adapted from Normann, 1983)
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Figure 1.4 Juvenile hormones (JHs) found in insects (adapted from Darrouzet et
al, 1997; Ho et al, 1995; Riddiford, 1994)
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CHAPTER II
POSSIBLE TARGET CELLS OF MIDGUT HORMONE
Introduction
Midgut hormone in P. regina may serve as the link between a proteinaceous
meal and the activation of the cephalic neuroendocrine cascade (Yin et al., 1994).
However, we know little about the structure and the target organs or cells of this
midgut hormone. Results of neck-ligation and decerebration experiments (Yin et al,
1994) point to brain neurosecretory cells (NSCs) as the target of this midgut hormone
(Figure 1.1).
Since little is known about the structure of this hormone, no direct method is at
hand for locating the target NSCs in the brain. Hormone applications and histological
methods were combined to examine indirectly the relationship among proteinaceous
meal, midgut hormone, and brain NSCs. This approach is based on the notion that the
target NSCs change their characteristics in terms of cell size or distribution of
stainable materials after exposure to midgut hormone.
Hsiao and Fraenkel (1966) showed that nutrient factors have a profound effect
on the size of the median neurosecretory cells (MNCs) in P. regina. In six-day-old,
liver-fed adult females, the maximum size of MNCs (385.0 pm ) is significantly larger
than that of sugar-fed ones (298.5 pm ).

No comment, however, was made on the

possible cell volume change during the time span when the midgut hormone was
released (Yin et al., 1994). A neck ligation study revealed that the "window" for brain
involvement in the regulation of oogenesis is between 7 to 12h after a liver meal (Yin
et al., 1993). Thus, I studied the histological change of MNCs during the 12h period
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following liver feeding hoping to observe the anticipated relationship between midgut
hormone and the MNCs.
The content of this chapter is two-fold.

First, changes in the size and

distribution of stainable materials of the MNCs were studied from 0 to 12h after the
onset of liver feeding in order to assess cell changes induced by diet.

Second, cell

size, number and distribution of stainable materials in hormone and saline injected
females were compared in order to determine the effect of exogenous midgut hormone
on the MNCs.

Results of these two experiments showed that brain MNCs are very

likely the target of midgut hormone.

Materials and Methods
Animals
P. regina was reared and maintained as previously described (Stoffolano,
1974; Zou et al., 1989; Yin et al., 1994). Mature larvae were allowed to crawl out of
the medium and into sand to pupariate. Puparia were collected daily and allowed to
emerge in screened cages. Flies emerging within 8h were sexed and each sex placed
in the same age group or cohort (hour 0, day 1). All flies were kept under a 16h light,
8h dark photoregime at 28 + 2°C, 50 % relative humidity. During the first 3 days after
emergence, a 4.3 % sucrose solution was provided to all flies. However, to prepare
flies for liver feeding, sucrose was taken away and the females were "starved"
overnight for 18h without any water or sucrose to ensure an empty crop (Yin et al,
1994). Flies were then fed finely chopped beef liver, ad libitum, at 72h of adulthood,
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for one and a half hours to provide adequate protein. The sucrose solution was again
provided to all flies, ad libitum, following the beef liver feeding bout.
Specific procedures in fly selection were performed to better synchronize the
flies’ physiology. Only flies weighing over 55 mg right after liver feeding were used
(Yin et al., 1994).

The width of the head was used as a criterion of brain size to

reduce individual variance.

Only flies with head widths between 3.9 and 4.0 mm

(average width obtained from 30 flies) were used.
Histology

The cell size, number, and distribution of stainable materials of brain NSCs
was determined through the following histological methods. Flies were removed from
their feeding cages and anesthetized with CO2. Following anesthetization, the heads,
with antennae and mouthparts removed, were cut off of the flies and placed in aqueous
Bouin's fixative for 24h. Tissues were then washed in 70 % alcohol until they were
pale yellow in appearance, and were subsequently dehydrated in an alcohol series (70,
80, 95, 100 and 100 %; 30 min each). After dehydration, the heads were transferred to
a mixture of absolute alcohol and xylene (1:1, two changes, 30 min for each change),
and then placed in xylene (two changes, 30 min for each change).

Infiltration of

parafin into tissues was carried out in xylene/Paraplast series (1:1 and 1:2) before the
heads were transferred to melted Paraplast (at 55 to 60°C under a reduced pressure).
After two changes of melted Paraplast, tissues were embedded in Paraplast in a plastic
cup. Embedded heads were sectioned serially at 7 pm, and stained with paraldehyde
fuchsin (PAF) (Ewen's, 1962).
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Serial brain frontal sections were obtained and examined under the light
microscope. Type-A and -B MNCs were stained purple and green by the PAF staining
method (Dai et al., 1987). Cell area in each section was traced using a Camera Lucida
and then digitized using a Graphics Calculator (Numonics). The cell volume (pm3)
was obtained by multiplying the total cell area (pm2) by 7 pm. Meanwhile, the cell
number in each age group was counted.
Preparations were observed and photographed using a Nikon Eclipse E-600
microscope equipped with a cooled-CCD camera located at the Central Microscope
Facility of the University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

Microimages were recorded

using Spot 32. The digitized images were then edited using Photoshop (V. 5.0).
Midgut Hormone Injection

The effect of midgut hormone on the MNCs was tested by injecting partially
purified hormone into 3-day-old, liver-fed flies weighing over 55 mg. The flies were
anesthetized by CO2 and kept on crushed ice during the one-hour injection period.
Flies were divided into two groups. One group received 1.5 pi of partially purified
midgut hormone (5 pg protein, 3 midgut equivalents). The other group received 1.5 pi
of saline (with 5 pg BSA) to serve as a control. The pH 6.25 portion of the midgut
extract isolated through isoelectric focusing (Rotofor, Bio-Rad) served as the partially
purified midgut hormone for the treatment fly group. All testing liquids were handinjected into thoraxes of flies using a 10-pl Hamilton syringe.
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Data Analysis

The means of cell numbers across the age groups were compared using one¬
way ANOVA, while the means of cell size and numbers between treatment and
control groups were compared using a two-sample t-test.

All data were analyzed

using Statistix (V. 4.0).

Results
Effect of a Protein Meal on Brain

Preliminary results showed that during the first 12h after a liver meal, there
was notable change in the volume of type-A MNCs.
observed in type-B MNCs.

No significant change was

Therefore, the changes of cell size, number and

distribution of stainable materials of type-A MNCs from female flies were only
observed prior to, and 4, 8, and 12h after a liver meal.
Microimages show significant changes in the distribution of stainable materials
and cell size in type-A MNCs following a liver meal (Figure 2.1). Stainable materials
in sugar-fed flies formed granule aggregates and individual aggregates could not be
discerned (Figure 2.1, A, B). After a liver meal, the color of the stainable materials
became less intense, and individual aggregates became discernible (Figure 2.1, C, D,
E), especially at 8h post-feeding (Figure 2.1, D).

Microimages also show that the

entire region of the pars intercerebralis increased in size following a liver meal, but the
area remained enlarged at 12h when the size of type-A MNCs decreased (Figure 2.1,
E).
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The volume of type-A MNCs showed an increase/decrease cycle during the
first 12h following a liver meal.

It increased from 1328.1 + 101.8 pm3 at the

beginning of liver feeding, to 1481.5 ± 35.9 pm3 at 4h, and to 1827.2 + 58.4 pm3 at
8h. It then decreased to 1388.5 ± 37.5 pm3 at 12h (mean + S.E.M.) (Figures 2.1 and

2.2).
The number of type-A MNCs remained unchanged before and after liver
feeding (Table 2.1). There was a total of 15 to 22 type-A MNCs in every individual
brain, with an average of 19 cells. This number range is consistent with the results of
Hsiao and Fraenkel (1966).
Effect of Midgut Hormone on Brain

To determine the effect of midgut hormone on type-A MNCs, the following
experimental design was based on the fact that midgut hormone is released at around
6h after liver meal (Yin et al., 1994). Thus, injecting the partially purified hormone 2h
after feeding allowed the exogenous (injected) midgut hormone to act on the brain 4h
earlier than the endogenous hormone. As a result, MNC volume increase should be
observed earlier in the hormone injected flies (treatment) than the saline injected flies
(control).
Microimages show a significant difference in the distribution of stainable
materials of type-A MNCs between treatments and controls.

At 2 and 6h after

injection, more individual aggregates were observed in the treatment than in the
control cells (Figure 2.3, B, F and C, G). At lOh after injection, however, individual
aggregates were observed in both treatment and control cells (Figure 2.3, D, H),
because the endogenous midgut hormone begins to work by this time.
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The size

increase in the pars intercerebralis region was comparable between treatment and
control brains at any comparable time (Figure 2.3). In addition, enlargement of this
region was not affected by the anesthetization and chilling when compared with the
change induced solely by the liver meal (Figure 2.1).
Cell volumes in hormone injected flies (3 gut-equivalents) were indeed
significantly larger than those of the controls at 2 and 6h after the injection (twosample /-test of unequal sample size, P< 0.05) (Figure 2.4). At 2h after injection, the
volume of type-A MNCs was 1365.8 + 55.8 pm3 (mean + S.E.M.) while that of
control cells was 1139.9 + 88.8 pm3.

At 6h after injection, the cell volume in

treatment and control cells was 1534.9 + 47.5 pm3 and 1221.9 + 16.5 pm3,
respectively. The comparable cell volumes of 1399.1 + 76.3 pm3 and 1355.1 + 54.1
pm from treatment and control cells at lOh post injection were only superficial
because the former value represented a decreasing volume after it had reached its
peak, whereas the latter represented, most likely, a rising volume prior to its peak.
Thus, the cell volume increase in the treatment reached its peak at least 4h earlier than
that of control.

These results indicated that injected midgut hormone induces an

increase in the volume of type-A MNCs in P. regina.
The difference in type-A MNCs number between the treatment and control
brains was not significant (two-sample /-test of unequal sample size, P< 0.05) (Table
2.2).

The number of type-A MNCs in the hormone injected group 6h after the

injection was slightly higher than in other groups.

However, the difference is not

statistically significant [P< 0.01, one-way ANOVA, Tukey (HSD) test].
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Discussion
In the nutrition-triggered endocrine cascade regulating oogenesis in P. regina,
midgut hormone plays a central role (Yin et al, 1994). In the present study, hormone
applications and histological methods were combined to locate the midgut hormone's
target cells in the brain. Several characters, such as the diameter of the cell and its
nucleus, the size and number of nucleoli, the degree of the cytoplasm filled with
secretions, and presence of secretory inclusions, have been used by other researchers
to indirectly indicate the activity of NSCs (Thomsen, 1952; Lea and Thomsen, 1962;
Highnam et al., 1966; Hsiao and Fraenkel, 1966; Adams et al., 1975; Applin, 1979;
Applin, 1981; Kind, 1994). Using similar characters, changes in the appearance of
type-A MNCs following a liver meal were observed. Results revealed that the dietinduced type-A MNCs volume increase is consistent with the notion that midgut
hormone is released from the midgut 6h after a liver meal, and that it then travels
through the hemolymph and causes the volume of MNCs to increase at around 8h after
the liver meal.

The hypertrophied MNCs then release their contents (i.e.

neurohormones) into the hemolymph via some unknown neurohemal organ. At 12h
after a liver meal, MNCs return to pre-activated status. The suggested timing of the
above events also coincides with the critical period for cephalic involvement shown
through neck ligation and decerebration experiments (Yin et al., 1993; Yin et al.,
1994).
To test the possibility that brain MNCs are the target of midgut hormone, the
partially purified hormone was injected into the protein-fed flies to see if the injection
could alter the histological results.

Results showed that midgut hormone injection
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caused a significant increase (1.20- and 1.26-fold) in the volume of brain MNCs at 2
and 6h post injection, compared to that of control. This difference strongly suggests
that the injection of midgut hormone is directly correlated with the volume increase of
brain MNCs.
Another finding of the above experiments is that C02 treatment and chilling
have significant effects on the volume of MNCs. After exposure to C02 and chilling,
the volume of type-A MNCs (1139.9 ± 88.8 pm3) in the 2h post saline-injection flies
is smaller than the volume prior to liver feeding (1328.1 + 101.8 pm3).

Similarly,

exposure to C02 and chilling decreases the percentage of insemination in P. regina
(Evans, 1996). The exact mechanism of this C02 and chilling effect on cell volume
and fly physiology is unknown.

Thus, the cell volume increases between the diet-

induced and hormone-injected treatments reported here should not be compared,
because flies in the former experiment are non-anesthetized and non-chilled.
The entire pars intercerebralis region also increased in size after a liver meal,
and remained enlarged even when the volume of type-A MNCs decreased. The size of
this region was not different between hormone and saline injected flies. These results
suggest that midgut hormone has no effect on the enlargement of the pars
intercerebralis region. Instead, some humoral factors released after liver feeding may
be involved. Whether the size of this region will decrease with aging remains to be
studied.
Besides the volume increase, the distribution of stainable materials in type-A
MNCs changed following either a liver meal or midgut hormone injection.
individual aggregates were observed when the cell volume increases.
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More

Hsiao and

Fraenkel (1966) found about 40 % of the type-A MNCs become "light" cells
(aggregates are scattered in the cytoplasm) while the remaining are "dark" cells
(aggregates fused into a solid mass) in 6-day-old flies. However, the aggregates in the
light cells are so diffuse that it is obvious that there has been a reduction in the total
amount of neurosecretory granules and not just a reduction in density due to an
increase in cell size (Hsiao and Fraenkel, 1966). The change of stainable materials in
both diet-induced and hormone-injected flies reported here occurred within 12h after
the liver feeding. Furthermore, Hsiao and Fraenkel (1966) showed that type-A MNC
size reaches a maximum in the 6-day-old, liver-fed flies. Present results showed that
the volume of type-A MNCs reaches a maximum at 8h after a liver meal and decreases
thereafter. This indicates that there are multiple type-A MNC volume peaks in one
ovarian cycle.

Similar phenomena have been observed in C. erythrocephala

(Thomsen, 1952; Lea and Thomsen, 1962) and L. sericata (Applin, 1979; Applin,
1981).

It is not inconceivable that midgut hormone does not induce all the type-A

MNCs to secrete the same neurohormone. Thus, only one of the size cycles in type-A
MNCs is in response to midgut hormone.

The separation of stainable aggregates

observed at different times may have different meanings. This possibility remains to
be confirmed.
Unfortunately, histological methods do not serve as good indicators of cell
synthetic activity (Highnam, 1965). The optic density of the NSM in the NSC has
been used as an indicator of cell activity in past studies, however, some precaution has
to be taken when interpreting these data (Highnam, 1962; Highnam and Mordue,
1970; Steel and Morris, 1975; Yin and Gillott, 1975). A cell loaded with NSM may
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be inactive due to lack of NSM release or it could be very active because the synthetic
rate is greater than the release rate. In contrast, a cell with less NSM may not be in the
synthetic mode, or its releasing rate of NSM is greater than its synthetic rate. In P.
regina, morphometric and histological changes of type-A MNCs after induced by

either a protein diet or midgut hormone injection provided no information on the
synthesis/release rate of this neurosecretion, nor suggested any precise physiological
function.
Zitnan

a

single

neurosecretory cell can synthesize and store more than one neurohormone.

In P.

et

al.

(1995)

showed

immunocytochemically

that

regina, one type-A MNC may be able to synthesize and release more than one

neurohormone synchronously or asynchronously, and have several cell volume
increases throughout a reproductive cycle. Only after the nature of the neurosecretion
of type-A MNCs is revealed, and some quantitative methods have been developed, can
the role of this neurosecretion be determined.
In conclusion, midgut hormone appeared involved in inducing the size change
and the stainable material appearance in type-A MNCs. This suggested that type-A
MNCs are the target of midgut hormone, although additional targets may be identified
as our research continues.

More direct evidence, however, is not feasible until the

midgut hormone is purified and the amino acid sequence is solved.
Until now, the midgut hormone has only been found in the midgut epithelium
cells (Yin et al, 1994). In the next chapter, the existence of midgut hormone in the
hemolymph of liver-fed female flies is examined. Its presence would be an important
step in establishing the hormonal status of this midgut secretion.
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Table 2.1 A liver meal has no effect on the number of type-A median
neurosecretory cells (MNCs) in female P. regina1

Hours after
a liver meal

No. of flies
observed

0
4
8
12

5
4
3
3

Average no. of cells
(mean + SD)

19.4
18.8
18.8
17.8

+ 1.7 a2
± 2.5 a
± 1.0 a
± 1.9 a

1) Liver meal was provided at 72h of adulthood for one and a half hours;
only flies weighing over 55 mg were used.
2) Means in a column followed by the same letters were not significantly
different [P< 0.05, one-way ANOVA, Tukey (HSD) test].
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Table 2.2 Midgut hormone injection has no effect on the number of type-A MNCs in
liver-fed female P. regina1

Hours after
a liver meal

0
4
8
12

BSA / saline injection
No. of cells
No. of flies
(mean + SD)
ovserved
5
4
3
3

19.3
21.8
24.0
22.0

±
±
±
+

1.9
2.2
1.7
0.0

A,a
A,a
A,b
A,a

•

•

•

•

7

Midgut hormone injection'
No. of flies
No. of cells
observed
(mean + SD)
5
3
4
4

19.3
19.7
22.8
21.3

±
±
+
±

1.9
3.2
1.0
1.7

A,a3
A,a
A,a
A,a

1) Liver meal was provided as described in Table 2.1.
2) Flies were anesthetized with C02 and kept on ice during the one-hour injection
period. One group of flies received 1.5 pi of partially purified midgut hormone (5
pg protein, equal to 3 flies). The other group received 1.5 pi of saline (with 5 pg
BSA) to serve as control.
3) Means in a row followed by the same capital letters were not significantly different
(P< 0.05, two-sample Mest of unequal sample size). Means in a column followed
by the same lower case letters were not significantly different [P< 0.01, one-way
ANOVA, Tukey (HSD) test].
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Figure 2.1 Frontal sections of the brain of female P. regina. A. A typical brain
section from a sugar-fed female at 72h of adulthood. CB: central body; OL: optic
lobe; oes for: oesophagus forman; pars i: pars intercerebralis; SOG:
subeosophageal ganglion. B, C, D, E: sections at same magnification showing the
pars intercerebralis and the median neurosecretory cells (MNCs). The type-A and
-B cells are stained purple and green, respectively. B. Sugar-fed. C. 4h post liver
meal. D. 8h post liver meal. E. 12h post liver meal.
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Figure 2.2 Type-A MNCs volume change from 0 to 12h after the liver meal in
female P. regina (mean + S.E.M.). There were 3 to 5 flies (15 to 22 cells from
each fly) used for each datum point. The feeding procedure and statistical
analysis are described in Table 2.1.
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Figure 2.3 Frontal brain sections of liver-fed female

P. regina which received a

midgut hormone or saline injection (see footnote, Table 2.2). All microimages in
this plate show the pars intercerebralis and the MNCs at the same magnification.
Type-A and -B MNCs are stained purple and green, respectively. A, B, C, D:
sections from midgut hormone injected flies. A. prior to injection. B. 2h after
injection. C. 6h after injection. D. 1 Oh after injection.
E, F, G, H: sections from saline injected flies. E. prior to injection. F. 2h after
injection. G. 6h after injection. H. 1 Oh after injection.
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Figure 2.4 Type-A MNCs volume changes (mean + S.E.M.) of liver-fed female
P. regina after receiving midgut hormone and saline injection.

Procedures for
liver feeding, anesthetization and injection are described in Table 2.2. There were
3 to 5 flies used for each datum point. Means labeled with a star (*) were
significantly different between the two injection groups (P< 0.05, two-sample ttest of unequal sample size).
72S = sugar-fed flies at 72h of adulthood, i.e. at 0 h of liver feeding

Type-A MNCs volume (pm3)

Time after injection (h)
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CHAPTER III
EXISTENCE OF MIDGUT HORMONE IN THE HEMOLYMPH
Introduction
Our laboratory has previously carried out several studies to understand how a
proteinaceous meal triggers secretion of midgut hormone in P. regina (Stoffolano et
al., 1989; Yin et al., 1993; Yin et al., 1994). Ultrastructural studies have shown that

the midgut closed endocrine cells contain electron dense granules and that the amount
of these granules in the cell decreases between 4 to 8h after a liver meal. In addition,
exocytosis of these granules into the hemolymph has been observed using the TAGOmethod (Stoffolano et al., 1989).

The above observation led to the study and

discovery of a midgut peptide hormone, which regulates follicle development (Yin et
al., 1994). The partially purified midgut hormone was able to induce cell changes of

brain type-A MNCs in P. regina (Chapter II). Such results suggested that the type-A
MNCs are the target of this midgut hormone, although direct evidence remains to be
collected.

In addition, the volume of type-A MNCs peaks at 8h after a liver meal

(Chapter II), whereas the highest biological activity of the midgut hormone is
observed at 6h after a liver meal (Yin et al., 1994). The timing of the above results is
consistent with the original hypothesis studied above (Figure 1.1).
crucial question remains.

However, one

Is the exocytosis of secretory granules observed in

ultrastructural studies related to the release of the midgut hormone? If so the midgut
hormone should also be present in the hemolymph between 4 to 8h after liver feeding.
Furthermore, true hormones are vigorously defined by criteria such as storage in and
release from specific sites of origin and transport through the hemolymph to their
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targets (Gade et al., 1997). The status of the midgut peptide as a hormone cannot be
firmly established without showing that it is hemolymph-borne.

Thus, the major

objective of this chapter is to demonstrate the presence of midgut peptide in the
hemolymph.
Ideally, after the midgut hormone is purified and chemically identified, there
would be several methods available to us for the quantification of its hemolymph titer.
Such

methods

include

high

performance

liquid

chromatography

(HPLC),

radioimmunoassay (RIA), and enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). Since
the pure midgut peptide is not yet available, all the above methods are eliminated as
options for this project.
Thus, some semiquantitative approaches were developed to study the existence
of midgut hormone in the hemolymph of P. regina. By partially purified hemolymph,
and ran it through a slightly modified bioassay (Yin et al., 1994), the gonadotropic
effect of hemolymph extract was examined at various times and doses. To eliminate
the possibility that any observed gonadotropic effect was due to hemolymph-borne
allatotropin, a radiochemical CC-CA incubation was used to ascertain that allatotropic
actions were not present in the hemolymph extracts.

Taken together, these results

showed that there is a gonadotropic factor in the hemolymph, and that allatoregulating
effects do not accompany this gonadotropic factor.
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Materials and Methods
Animals
P. regina was reared and maintained as previously described (Stoffolano,

1974; Zou et al1988; Yin et al., 1994). The fly colony maintenance, liver-feeding
procedure, and the weighing method used in liver-fed flies followed the procedures
described in Chapter II. Flies used as CA donors were provided with 4.3 % sucrose
solution from emergence up to the experiment, without any starvation.

To

synchronize their physiological status, all flies used as CA donors emerged within 4h
of each other and weighed between 38 and 42 mg. This selection was based on the
average weight of thirty 3-day-old, sugar-fed females (40.2 + 2.1 mg).

Hemolymph Collection and Extraction
All flies were anesthetized with CO2 and then chilled on crushed ice at 3, 5, 6,
and 7h after the onset of a liver meal. The immobilized flies were placed under the
dissecting microscope individually. The antennae were pulled off at the base and the
bodies squeezed until drops of hemolymph appeared at the antennal base for collection
into a 10 pi capillary tube. Volume of hemolymph drops was recorded and then was
blown into a 6x50 mm Kimble glass tube, which remained in the crushed ice during
the entire collecting period.

A crystal of l-phenol-2-thiourea was added to the

hemolymph to inhibit tyrosinase activity, therefore preventing hemolymph blackening.
An equal volume of 100 % methanol was added to the pooled hemolymph
immediately after each collection to make a 50 % methanol solution. At the end of
each day of collecting, an equal volume of chloroform was added to the 50 %
methanol solution to obtain a solvent ratio of chloroform: methanol: hemolymph of
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2:1:1 (v/v).

This solvent system was designed to remove large protein molecules

(precipitated by the 50 % methanol layer) and lipids (removed by the chloroform).
JHs were removed with the organic phase while ecdysteroids remained in the
methanolic phase and were later removed by dialysis. The tube was then stored at
-20°C for later processing. The actual collection bout for each examined time point
lasted less than 30 min.
All accumulated hemolymph/solvent (ca. 120 to 180 pi per week) was
processed weekly. The solvent system was first sonicated in ice water for 10 min.
After sonication, the mixture was centrifuged at 5,200 g for 30 min at 4°C (Sorvall
Superspeed, RC2-B). The supernatant was saved and 150 pi of 50 % methanol were
added to the pellet. The same process was repeated two more times.
The pooled supernatant was dried by a vacuum concentration system (Speed
Vac, Savant). Then, 70 % methanol was used to re-dissolve dried residue and further
precipitate large proteins. Yin et al. (1994) demonstrated that midgut hormone is a
peptide with Mr between 5,000 and 11,000, and that it is not denatured and remained
soluble in 80 % methanol.

Midgut peptide molecules should dissolve in the 70 %

methanol and their biological activity should be retained. Following this design, the
solvent system was sonicated in ice water for 10 min and then centrifuged at 5,200 g
for 30 min at 4°C. The supernatant was saved. The same process was repeated two
more times.

After vacuum concentrating, the residue was re-dissolved in distilled

water and dialyzed overnight using dialysis cassettes with a Mr cutoff of 2,000 (SlideA-Lyzer, Pierce). After dialysis, the extract was freeze-dried, and added to a known
amount of distilled water to make the desired bioassay concentration.
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For the

radiochemical assay of JH synthesis, the desired amount of dry hemolymph extract
was dissolved directly into the incubation medium, TC-199.
The protein concentrations of crude hemolymph and hemolymph extract were
estimated by using QuantiGold (Diversified Biotech).

The protein concentration in

the hemolymph collected from the flies prior to purification was 104 pg/pl.

The

protein concentration after purification (thus, the final hemolymph extract used for
experiment) was 0.97 pg/pl.

Therefore, the partial purification procedure removed

more than 99 % of hemolymph protein.
Effect of Hemolymph Extracts on Follicle Development

Liver-fed females were injected with different equivalents of hemolymph
preparation 2h after the onset of liver meal. Neck ligation of the flies was preformed
6h after the injection (i.e., 8h after the onset of a liver meal). This design allows any
exogenous (injected) midgut hormone existing in the hemolymph extract preparation
to act on the brain for 6h, whereas saline-injected control flies only experienced 2h of
stimulation from the endogenous hormone.

The dried hemolymph extract was re¬

dissolved in an adequate amount of distilled water to make the concentration equal to
1 or 2 hemolymph extract equivalent (HEQ) per pi.

Flies in the treatment were

injected with 1 pi of 1 or 2 HEQ. For better comparison, flies in the saline-injected
control group were liver-fed, saline injected (5 pg BSA/1 pl/fly) and neck-ligated
following the same time schedule as the hemolymph extract injected flies (Yin et al.,
1994). Flies in untreated control groups were liver-fed, but received neither injection
nor neck ligation.

Follicle development was examined 48h after the ligation.

The

ligature was also examined to avoid false positive results due to an ineffective ligation.
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Three trials and a control group, each containing 10 flies, were run for each
experiment.
Ovaries were dissected in Phormia saline (Chen and Friedman, 1975) and the
primary follicles staged according to the scheme of Adams and Reinecke (1979).
Primary follicles, prior to the presence of visible opaque materials (i.e., presumably
yolk) in oocytes, were considered pre-vitellogenic and classified as stages 1 to 3.
Vitellogenic

follicles

(i.e.,

those

containing visible,

opaque

materials)

were

categorized as stages 4 to 9, while fully mature, chorionated eggs were considered
stage 10.
Effect of Hemolymph Extracts on JH Biosynthesis

To test the possible allatoregulating effect of hemolymph extract, a
radiochemical assay previously established for P. regina (Liu et al., 1988; Zou et al.,
1989) was used. Briefly, the CA from sugar-fed female donors were incubated in TC199 incubation media (custom made, lacking methionine and supplemented with 5
mM calcium chloride and 20 mg/ml Ficoll) in vitro with different equivalents of
hemolymph extract.
Flies were anesthetized with CO2 and placed on ice until dissection. During
dissection, a fly was placed on the dissecting Petri dish and fastened with insect pins
through the head and thorax. Under a dissecting microscope, the neck was stretched
by pulling the head forward.

Removal of the cervical membrane revealed the

spherical, unpaired CA. After removal of adjacent muscles and tracheal trunks, the
CC-CA complexes were extirpated from the donor flies and handled with special
caution. The CC-CA complexes were placed in a Phormia saline droplet (Chen and
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Friedman, 1975) at room temperature for 10 min after extirpation, and then transferred
on a platinum wire loop to borosilicate glass culture tubes (Kimble, 6x50 mm)
containing the incubation medium. The CA were never touched by the forceps and/or
sharp pins.

One pair of CC-CA complexes from 3-day-old, sugar-fed female flies

were incubated in 25 pi TC-199 with 1 pCi [3H]-methionine (specific activity 200
mCi/mmol) in the presence of 2 equivalents of hemolymph extract for 4h at 28°C,
with shaking (200 rpm).

Controls were incubated in TC-199 without hemolymph

extract, but with 5 pg BSA. The medium was then extracted three times with 150 pi
of isooctane per 25 pi of medium. For each extraction, the medium and isooctane
were thoroughly sonicated in order to form an emulsion.

The emulsified

medium/isooctane mixtures were then centrifuged at 5,200 g for 10 min and the upper
organic phase carefully removed from the aqueous phase with a capillary pipet. The
pooled organic phase from the three extractions was evaporated completely under an
air stream. The incorporation rates of [ H]methyl from the labeled methionine were
quantified using a 1209 Rackbeta liquid scintillation counter (LKB). For this, 400 pi
of scintillation fluid (Aquasol-2, N. E. N.) was added to the dried extract and blended
thoroughly by vortexing for 1 min. The sample tube was then placed in a 7 ml glass
scintillation counting vial to make a two-vial system.

Incubations without CC-CA

served as background controls for each experiment. Incorporation of [ Hjmethyl was
then calculated and expressed as pmol/gland/h. Three trials of six replicates were run
for each experiment.
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Data Analysis

A Chi-square test (not exact or Fishers exact) was run to compare the effect of
hemolymph extract on follicle development at different times following a liver meal.
A two-sample Mest was run to compare the means of hemolymph extract treatments
and controls in the JH biosynthesis stimulation experiment. The data were analyzed
using Statistix (V. 4.0) and SAS (V. 6.0).

Results
Effect of Hemolymph Extracts on Follicle Development

Partially purified hemolymph was bioassayed to verify the existence of a
gonadotropic effect (presumably from the midgut hormone). All flies in the salineinjected control group had pre-vitellogenic follicles at 48h after the neck ligation. In
contrast, all flies in the untreated control group had fully developed follicles. These
results indicated that the neck ligation performed 8h after a liver meal does
successfully interrupt communication between brain neurohormones and the CA or
ovaries. In addition, exogenous proteins (i.e., BSA) did not appear to play a role on
oogenesis.

However, injection of 1 HEQ prepared from 5 and 6h post-liver-meal

donors stimulated follicle development in 13.7 % and 37.5 % of the recipient flies,
respectively. Flies injected with 2 HEQ prepared from 3, 5 and 6h post-liver-meal
donors stimulated follicle development in 3.7 %, 21.4 % and 30.2 % respectively of
the recipients.

Injection of hemolymph extract prepared from 7h post-liver-meal

donors had no effect on follicle development at either dose (Figure 3.1).
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The above results revealed the existence of a gonadotropic hormone in the
hemolymph at 5 and 6h post-liver-meal. Hormone activity peaked at 6h after a liver
meal, whether the flies received 1 HEQ or 2 HEQ injection (P< 0.05, Chi-square test).
Hormone activity at 5h post liver-meal was significantly less than that at 6h in both
concentrations tested (P< 0.05, Fisher's exact test) (Figure 3.1).
Effect of Hemolymph Extracts on JH Biosynthesis

Since any JHs, ecdysteroids, and allatotropic factor in the hemolymph extract
may also stimulate oogenesis, the above result may subject to other explanations.
Through my extraction procedure, JHs and ecdysteroids were removed before
obtaining the peptidal residue; therefore the gonadotropic effect was not derived from
them. It was still possible that some allatotropic factor other than midgut hormone
may cause the observed gonadotropic effect.

Thus, I examined if the hemolymph

preparation contains any allatotropic action.
The incorporation of radiolabeled methionine into the CA, and therefore into
JH, was 0.17 + 0.03 pmol/gland/h when hemolymph extract was added to the medium.
The incorporation in the control group was 0.16 + 0.02 pmol/gland/h (Table 3.1).
There was no statistically significant difference between the treatment and control
groups (P> 0.05, two-sample Mest).

Thus, gonadotropic factor observed in the

hemolymph preparation was not directly allatotropic.

Discussion

In order to study the physiological effects of a hormone in an insect, one must
examine the presence and titer of the hormone in the hemolymph. One can quantify
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the amount of a hormone in the synthetic or storage/release sites, but this quantitation
does not take into account the efficiency of transport, excretion, and degradation in the
hemolymph and provides no information about the amount of hormone that may reach
the receptors.

Moreover, the hormone in its synthetic or storage sites is usually

inactive (e.g., prohormone, pre-prohormone), while hemolymph-bome and receptorbound hormone is active.

Furthermore, the time that a hormone is present in the

synthetic or storage sites may not coincide with the release time. These considerations
led to the importance of studying the hormone titer in the hemolymph.
The titers of a few insect hormones in the hemolymph have been studied with
most of research focused on JH and ecdysone. Only a few peptide hormones, such as
allatostatin (Yu et al., 1993), Bombyxin (Satake et al., 1999), Locusta diuretic
hormone (Audsley et al., 1997), and prothoracicotropic hormone (PTTH) (Dai et al.,
1995), have been studied using quantitative methods such as ELISA, RIA or timeresolved fluoroimmunoassay (TR-FIA). When the above methods are not feasible, a
bioassay is a viable measurement of the existence of a hormone in the hemolymph.
In this chapter, the existence of gonadotropic effect that may come from
midgut hormone in the hemolymph of liver-fed female P. regina was studied. Results
showed that a gonadotropic factor exists in the hemolymph at 5 and 6h after a liver
meal.
Yin et al. (1994) showed that midgut extracts prepared from the midguts of 2,
6, and 8h post-liver-meal donors contain vitellogenesis stimulating activity, but only
the extract prepared from 6h post-liver-meal donors show an adequate stimulating
effect. If the gonadotropic factor observed in the hemolymph is the midgut hormone,
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there is good coincidence of the timing of the results of midgut and hemolymph
gonadotropic activities. The activity from the hemolymph extract (37.5 %) is higher
than that from the midgut extract (18.3 %) at 6h after the liver meal. These results
may reflect the presence of active and inactive forms of the hormone. The midgut, as
the source of midgut hormone, should contain more inactive form of hormone than
active form. Hormones circulating in the hemolymph, however, should all be in the
active form.

The midgut extract prepared from 8h post-liver-meal donors still has

slight biological activity (ca. 5 %) (Yin et al., 1994), but no biological activity is
observed from the hemolymph extract prepared from 7h post-liver-meal donors. This
difference suggests that for this hormone, release is controlled more vigorously than
synthesis/storage. Further, special enzymes may exist in the hemolymph to degrade
the midgut hormone when it is not needed.
Although the bioassay results showed that the timing and biological activity of
hemolymph gonadotropic factor consistent to that of the midgut hormone from midgut
extracts, there is no direct evidence to demonstrate that the hemolymph and the gut
gonadotropic factors are identical. The partial purification method developed assumed
that the hemolymph gonadotropic factor is likely a peptide with Mr larger than 2,000.
However, other peptides with direct or indirect gonadotropic effects may exist in the
hemolymph preparation. For instance, peptide hormones involved in regulating the
production of JH and ecdysone are essential for successful oogenesis in P. regina (i.e.,
allatotropin and ecdysiodergic hormone). In this current study, radiochemical assays
have ruled out the possibility of the existence of allatotropin in the hemolymph
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extract.

The possibility of the presence of some ecdysiodergic peptide in the

hemolymph extract remains to be examined.
In P.

regina, ecdysiodergic hormone and ecdysone are

important for

vitellogenin (Vg) synthesis by the fat body (Yin et al., 1990), but not Vg uptake by the
ovary (Yin et al., 1989b). Yin et al. (1990) also showed that the hemolymph titer of
ecdysone increased earlier than that of JH. The ligation preformed in this experiment
was done at 8h post-liver-feeding, presumably after the release of ecdysiodergic
hormone from the brain.

In other words, the failure of follicle development in the

saline control in this experiment was due to failure of Vg uptake, not synthesis.
Measurement of hemolymph Vg content in both hemolymph extract and saline
injected flies should be a goal of future studies in order to verify this speculation.
From the results presented in Chapter II and III, it is reasonable to hypothesize
that the midgut releases the midgut hormone into the hemolymph at around 6 h post¬
liver-feeding; this midgut hormone then reaches at least one of its targets, the brain
MNCs

at

8h post-liver-feeding.

The

activated

brain

MNCs

then

release

neurohormones to stimulate oogenesis. In the next chapter, the possible role of the
brain in the endocrine cascade of reproduction in P. regina is discussed.

Table 3.1 Hemolymph extract has no allatotropic effect in female P. regina

Treatment

Hemolymph extract
No hemolymph extract

No. of
CC-CA tested3

18
18

Incorporation (pmol/gland/h)
(mean + S.E.M.)

0.17 + 0.03 a4
0.16 + 0.02 a

1) The hemolymph extract was prepared from 6h post-liver-meal donors.
2) Two hemolymph equivalents were added to 25 pi TC-199 with 1 pCi [3H]methionine (specific activity 200 mCi/mmol), to which one pair of CC-CA were
incubated for 4h. The incubation medium was extracted by iso-octane and solvent
was blown dry. Radioactivity was determined using a scintillation counter and
transformed to the incorporation rate.
3) CC-CA complexes were from 3-day-old, sugar-fed flies.
4) Three trials with 6 replicates were run for each experiment.
5) Incorporation when presence of hemolymph extract in the medium was not
significantly different from that of the control (P> 0.05, two-sample /-test).
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Figure 3.1 Gonadotropic activities of hemolymph extracts from liver-fed female
P. regina at different ages. Biological activity was found mainly in extracts
prepared from 6h post-liver-meal donors. Each experiment has at least 3
replicates. Boxes ( □ ) on the X-axis represent no oogenesis detected in these
treatments.
HEQ = hemolymph equivalent
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CHAPTER IV
INVOLVEMENT OF THE BRAIN
Introduction
Previous studies have revealed that brain MNCs respond to the signals
generated from a proteinaceous meal and control oogenesis in C. erythrocephala
(Thomsen,

1952; Thomsen and Moller,

1959a; Thomsen and Moller, 1959b;

Strangways-Dixon, 1961b; Thomsen and Moller, 1963), L. sericata (Applin, 1979;
Applin, 1981), and P. regina (Yin et al., 1993; Yin et al., 1994). In P. regina, brain
MNCs may secrete neurohormones to control ecdysteriod and JH biosyntheses (Yin et
al., 1994; also see Figure 1.1).

Either neuropeptides or biogenic amines or a combination of the two may
regulate CA activity.

Two groups of neuropeptides, allatotropins (ATs) and

allatostatins (ASTs), are secreted from the brain/SOG neurosecretory cells to regulate
JH biosynthesis by the CA in many insects (Khan, 1988; Gade et al., 1997; also see
Chapter I). Octopamine and serotonin have also been shown to have both stimulatory
and inhibitory effects on the CA in several insects (Gade et al., 1997, also see Chapter
I). Octopamine does not play a role in regulating JH synthesis in P. regina (Evans et
al., 1997), and no study on serotonin has been done in this fly.

In P. regina, the

structural details of the possible allatoregulating agents remain unknown, although
previous results indicate that allatotropin, a neuropeptide, may be involved (Yin et al.,
1994).
In this study, a bioassay was developed to test the existence of allatotropic
factor(s) in the brains from liver-fed flies. Brains from 8h post-liver-meal donors were
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tested first because: 1) neck-ligation (Yin et al., 1993) and decerebration (Yin et al.,
1994) experiments show that the brain is involved in regulating oogenesis from 6 to
1 lh after a liver meal; 2) the volume of type-A MNCs peaks at 8h after a liver meal
(this study). The release time of allatotropic factor(s) from the brain, thus, the brain
activity profile was determined. Also, the serotoninergic neurons in the brain were
localized immunologically, and the possible role of serotonin in regulating JH
synthesis in P. regina was discussed. Results showed that the brain, after receiving
signals from the liver meal (e.g., midgut hormone), synthesizes/releases allatotropic
factor(s) mainly at 8h after liver feeding.

Materials and Methods
Animals

Maintenance of the P. regina colony, liver-feeding procedure, and the method
used to weigh the liver-fed flies followed the procedures described in Chapter II. The
methods of preparing and choosing sugar-fed flies as CA donors followed the
procedure described in Chapter III.
Presence of Protease in the Protocerebrum and Optic Lobe Extracts

Presence of protease activity in tissue extracts may degrade a biologically
active peptide and decrease its activity. The absence of proteases in tissue extracts
thus must be ascertained before accepting a bioassay for testing active peptides. The
protease activity in the protocerebrum and optic lobe extracts was tested using both the
protease substrate gel tablets (Bio-Rad) and the gel film of a developed black-andwhite photographic negative. Midgut extract was used as the tissue control in both
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methods. For preparing the extract, the protocerebra, optic lobes, and midguts were
dissected in cold Phormia saline from 8h post-liver-meal donors. Tissues were then
homogenized in a calculated volume of distilled water to yield a supernatant
containing 1 protocerebrum/optic lobe or half midgut equivalent per 4 pi.

The

homogenate was then centrifuged at 5,200 g for 60 min at 4°C (Sorvall Superspeed
RC2-B).

The supernatant was saved and freeze-dried by a vacuum concentration

system (Speed Vac, Savant). Before use, the extracts were re-dissolved in distilled
water at the following concentrations: 4 protocerebra/pl, 4 optic lobes/pl, and 1
midgut/pl.
In the Bio-Rad method, 5 pi of each extract was applied to the sample wells of
the protease substrate gel. The plate was then covered and incubated at 25°C for 24h.
The photographic film method was based on the fact that the digestion of the gelatin
layer coating photographic film by proteases will release the silver precipitate and
leave a transparent spot on the negative. In this experiment, 1 pi of each extract was
applied to the gelatin-coated side of developed negatives and then incubated in a
moister chamber at 37°C for 4 and 24h, respectively. One pi of distilled water was
used as the untreated control.
Bioassay of Protocerebrum and Optic Lobe Extracts

A bioassay for the allatotropic factor(s) in the protocerebrum and optic lobe
extracts was finalized after testing various methods of dissection and homogenization
and different stages of donor CA. The protocerebrum and optic lobe extracts were
prepared from 8h post-liver-meal donors. Tissues were dissected in ice cold, Ca -free
Phormia saline and homogenized in ice-cold distilled water with a glass Econogrind
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homogenizer (10 to 25 pi, Radnoti). The resulting protocerebrum extract included the
MNCs and LNCs, but no optic lobes (Figure 4.1, B).

After homogenization, the

homogenate was centrifuged at 5,200 g at 4°C for 60 min. The supernatant was saved,
*

frozen, and dried by Speed Vac, and stored at -20°C until bioassayed.
To test the allatoregulating effect of the protocerebrum and optic lobe extracts,
the radiochemical assay described in Chapter III was used with slight modifications.
Five-equivalents of dried protocerebrum or optic lobe extract was re-dissolved in 25 pi
TC-199 with 1 pCi [3H]-methionine (specific activity 200 mCi/mmol) and incubated
with one pair of CC-CA complexes from 3-day-old, sugar-fed female flies.
Incubations with CC-CA only and without tissue preparation served as untreated
controls. Four trials with 2 to 4 replicates were run for each treatment. To facilitate
comparisons, the activation ratio (AR) was calculated for each treatment using the
following formula:
*7

AR = Incorporation of \ Hlmethvl by CC-CA complexes in the presence of extract*
Incorporation of [ HJmethyl by CC-CA complexes alone
* extract was prepared from protocerebra or optic lobes
Bioassay of Factor(s) Released by the Incubated Brain

To test the possible release of brain allatoregulating factor(s), the following
experiment was conducted.

Twenty brains from 8h post-liver-meal donors (Figure

4.2, C) were dissected in ice cold, Ca -free Phormia saline, transferred to 100 pi TC199 (with 5mM CaCl2 but without methionine), and incubated for 3h with 80 rpm
agitation at room temperature. After incubation, the media were centrifuged at 5,200
g at 4°C for 30 min. The supernatant was saved and stored at 4°C until bioassayed.
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Two equivalents of brain factor(s) (i.e., contents in an aliquot of 10 pi TC-199) were
combined with the incubation medium to make 25 pi of TC-199 with 1 pCi [3H]methionine (specific activity 200 mCi/mmol) to which one pair of CC-CA complexes
from 3-day-old sugar-fed females was incubated for 4h. Incubations of CC-CA in the
absence of any brain preparation served as untreated controls. Four trials with 2 to 4
replicates were run for each treatment. The activation ratio (AR) was calculated using
the following formula:
AR = Incorporation of I Hlmethyl by CC-CA complexes in the presence of factors*
Incorporation of [ HJmethyl by CC-CA complexes alone
* factors were released from brains into TC-199 during incubation
Brain Activity Profiles

To further understand the timing of synthesis and release of brain allatotropic
factor(s), the brain activity profiles were studied using brains from 3-day-old, sugarfed, and 6, 8, 10 and 24h post-liver-meal donors. Brain-released allatotropic factor(s)
was collected and stored as previously described. The radiochemical assay and datum
calculation were also described in the previous section. Three to four trials with 2 to 5
replicates were run for each treatment.
Distribution of Serotoninergic Neurons in Brain

To test the possibility that the allatotropic factor(s) observed from the brain or
optic lobe might be serotonin, the serotoninergic neurons in water-, sugar-, and liverfed P. regina were immunologically localized. Flies fed water only were provided
with tap water daily after eclosion.

Flies fed sugar or liver were raised using the

standard procedure described in Chapter II.
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Flies were removed from feeding cages at 72h (water-only and sugar-fed flies),
?8h (6h after liver-feeding), 84h (12h after liver-feeding), and 96h (24h after liver¬
feeding) after emergence and anesthetized with C02.

Brains were dissected in ice-

cold phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and fixed in 4 % paraformaldehyde in sodium
phosphate buffer (PB) (0.1 M, pH 7.2) for 4h at room temperature with gentle
agitation.

After fixation, tissues were washed 6 times (5 min each) in phosphate

buffered saline plus 0.5 % Triton X-100 (PBST) and left in PBST overnight.
The primary and secondary antisera used in this experiment were monoclonal
rat anti-serotonin antiserum and goat anti-rat-FITC antiserum, respectively.

Both

primary and secondary antisera were obtained as a generous gift from Dr. V. Budnik,
Department of Biology of the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. After washes,
tissues were incubated in 1:20 primary antiserum/PBST for 42h at 4°C and then
washed in PBST three times (15 min each). Tissues were then incubated in 1:120
secondary antiserum/PBST for 3h at room temperature, and washed three times (15
min each) in 0.1 M PB after incubation. All steps described here were performed on a
shaker with gentle agitation. Tissues were mounted between a microscopic slide and a
coverglass in Vectashield mounting medium after the final wash, and observed under
an epi-fluorescent microscope equipped with a cooled-CCD camera located in the
Neuroanatomy Laboratory, Department of Biology, University of Massachusetts.
Microimages were obtained through NIH image software for Macintosh.
Data Analysis

For the effect of brain extract and any brain-released factor and their respective
controls, the mean JH biosyntheses were compared using a two-sample /-test. The
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homogeneity of the means among untreated controls, among the protocerebrum and
optic lobe extract treatments, and among brain activity profile studies was tested using
one-way ANOVA. The data were analyzed using Statistix (V. 4.0).

Results
Effect of Protocerebrum and Optic Lobe Extracts on JH Synthesis In Vitro

The possible effect of both protocerebrum and optic lobe extracts on JH
biosynthesis was studied. Results from the Bio-Rad method showed that no obvious
protease activity was observed in either the protocerebrum or optic lobe extracts.
However, strong protease activity was observed in the midgut extract (data not
shown). Results form the photographic film also showed that no protease activity was
observed in treatments other than midgut extract when incubated at 37°C for 4h
(Figure 4.2, A).

When the incubation period was extended to 24h, low protease

activity was observed in protocerebrum and optic lobe extracts but far less than that in
the midgut extract treatment (Figure 4.2, B).

The low protease activity in the

protocerebrum and optic lobe extracts, however, may not be a concern under the
current bioassay condition (25°C, 4h).
JH synthesis by the CA was significantly higher when treated with either
protocerebrum extract (0.6 + 0.05 pmol/h/gland) or optic lobe extract (0.44 + 0.06
pmol/h/gland) than that of control CC-CA (0.21 + 0.01 pmol/h/gland) (P< 0.05, two
sample Mest). The AR for the protocerebrum and optic lobe extracts was 2.83 and
2.10, respectively (Table 4.1). When comparing the two extracts, the protocerebrum
was more allatotropic than that of optic lobe (one-way ANOVA) (Table 4.1). Results
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from this experiment suggested both the protocerebrum and optic lobe contain
allatotropic factors.

The chemical identity of allatotropic factors from these two

sources may be, or may not be the same.
Factor(s) Released by the Incubated Brain and Its Effect on JH Synthesis In Vitro

To test for the possible release of brain allatoregulating factor(s) into
hemolymph, the following experiment was conducted.

One pair of CC-CA from

sugar-fed donors was incubated in 25 pi TC-199 with two equivalents of brain
released factors for 4h. Results showed that JH production in the presence of brainreleased factor(s) (1.38 + 0.06 pmol/h/gland) was significantly higher than that in the
CC-CA alone (0.20 + 0.02 pmol/h/gland) (P< 0.05, two sample t-test). The AR for the
brain released factor(s) was 6.90. This result suggested that the brain from 8h post¬
liver-meal donors releases a strong allatotropic factor(s) into the hemolymph.
Brain Activity Profiles

To better our understanding of the synthesis and release of allatotropic factors
from the brain, the brain activity profiles was studied. Results showed that only the
brains from 6 and 8h post-liver-meal donors release allatotropic factor(s) (Figure 4.3).
Brains from sugar-fed donors released no allatotropic factor(s) (0.14 + 0.04 pmol/
gland/h) as compared to the control (0.12 + 0.02 pmol/gland/h) (P> 0.05, two-sample
/-test). JH synthesis by the CA in the presence of factor(s) released from 6 or 8h post¬
liver-meal donors' brains (0.27 + 0.03 or 1.38 + 0.06 pmol/gland/h) was significantly
higher (the AR was 1.44 or 6.90, respectively) than that of controls (0.19 + 0.02 or
0.20 + 0.02 pmol/gland/h) (P< 0.05, two-sample /-test). However, JH synthesis in the
presence of factor(s) released from 10 or 24h post-liver-meal donors' brains (0.13 +
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0.04 or 0.15 ± 0.01 pmol/gland/h) was the same as that of controls (0.14 ± 0.02 and
0.14 ± 0.01 pmol/gland/h) (P= 0.35 and P= 0.65, two-sample /-test). Furthermore, any
allatotropic effect, from the brain of 8h post-liver-meal donors, was significantly
higher than those of other donor ages [P< 0.01, Tukey (HSD) test]. When the same
one-way ANOVA was used to test the homogeneity of all controls, no significant
difference was observed (P< 0.01).
Distribution of Serotoninergic Neurons in Brain

To localize serotoninergic neurons in the brain of P. regina and study the
effect of nutrition on these neurons, female flies in three feeding groups (i.e., water,
sugar and liver) were used.

The distribution pattern and staining intensity of

serotonin-immunoreactive (5HT-IR) neurons in the brains in all feeding groups were
identical.
The distribution of the 5HT-IR neurons in the brain and optic lobes of adult P.
regina is shown in Figure 4.4. In the central region of adult female brains (Figure 4.4,

A), several cell clusters were observed and the axons connecting different clusters
were distinct.

Three 5HT-IR neurons in the posterior brain (Figure 4.4, B) and 2

clusters of neurons in the anterior brain have processes entering the optic lobes. The
optic lobes contain three neuropil regions, lamina, medulla, and lobula, connected to
each other by axonal projections (Nassel and Klemm, 1983). In P. regina, the lamina,
medulla, lobula and lobula plate all contain 5HT-IR neurons or 5-HT-positive fibers
(Figure 4.4, C, D).
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Discussion

In blow flies, studies have suggested that brain MNCs release neurohormones
to activate the CA (Thomsen, 1942; Thomsen, 1952; Thomsen and Moller, 1959a;
Applin, 1979; Applin, 1981), but the chemical nature of allatotropic factors in Diptera
remains unknown. In vitro studies showed that an allatostatic factor may also exist in
the Drosophila brain (Moshitzky and Applebaum, 1995).

A putative allatostatic

peptide isolated from D. melanogaster has an amino acid sequence similar to the
Manduca sexta allatostatin (Mas-AST), but with no biological activity in the fruit fly

(Tobe et al, 1995). Peptides similar to cockroach allatostatins have been identified
from C. vomitoria (callatostatins), however, these peptides exhibit myoinhibitory
rather than allatostatic function in this species (Duve et al., 1994). In this chapter, the
brain function after a protein meal was studied with emphasis on the possible
allatoregulating factor(s) in P. regina.
The allatoregulating factor(s) in the protocerebrum and optic lobe extracts
prepared form 8h post-liver-meal donors was first studied. Results indicated that both
extracts stimulate JH biosynthesis in the CC-CA complexes from sugar-fed females,
although the optic lobe extract was less potent. This experiment, however, did not
reveal if the chemical natures of the allatotropic factor(s) in these two extracts were
the same, because both neuropeptides and biogenic amines have been shown to
stimulate JH biosynthesis (Gade et al., 1997). In the honey bee, a heat-stable, peptidal
allatotropic factor is found in brain and SOG extracts prepared from worker prepupae,
with irreversible stimulatory effects on JH synthesis (Rachinsky, 1996). In addition, a
heat-sensitive, non-peptidal allatotropic factor is found in the optic lobe extract of
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worker prepupae, with reversible stimulatory effects (Rachinsky, 1996). It is possible
that both neuropeptide and biogenic amines serve as brain allatotropic factor(s) in P.
regina.

Octopamine and serotonin have demonstrated allatoregulatory effects in
several insects (Lafon-Cazal and Baehr, 1988; Thompson et al., 1990).

However,

octopamine is unlikely to play a role in regulating JH biosynthesis/release in P. regina
(Evans et al., 1997). Since serotonin can stimulate JH biosynthesis in the honey bee
(Rachinsky, 1994), it may have an allatotropic effect in P. regina.
Serotonin-immunoreactivity has been observed both in the brain and optic
lobes of P. regina, and the pattern is different from those of Calliphora (Nassel and
Klemm, 1983; Nassel and Elekes, 1984; Nassel and Elekes, 1985; Cantera and Nassel,
1987) and Drosophila melanogaster (Valles and White, 1988).

Although studies

showed that the injection of serotonin reduced meal size in hungry Phormia (Long and
Murdock, 1983) and stimulated salivation in Calliphora vicina (Trimmer, 1985), the
distribution pattern and staining intensity of the brain are indistinguishable among
water-, sugar-, and liver-fed P. regina. Nevertheless, the distribution of serotoninergic
neurons supported the notion that the optic lobe extract may contain large amounts of
serotonin, which may account for the stimulatory effect on the JH biosynthesis by the
CA observed here. Likewise, the brain extract should also contain a large amount of
serotonin.

The possible allatotropic effect of serotonin in P. regina was not

determined here.
The protocerebrum extract stimulated JH biosynthesis 2.8-fold. Apparently, it
may only reflect a fraction of the in vivo situation.
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However, direct comparison

between the in vitro and in vivo systems is difficult.

The JH biosynthetic rate

increases 10- to 12-fold within 24h of liver feeding (Zou et al., 1989). Many factors
could contribute to the discrepancy.

A possible explanation for the differences

between the in vitro study and in vivo condition is that the allatotropin in the brain
extract is mostly the inactive form, and only allatotropin released from the brain is
active.

Pre-incubating brains allowed the active allatotropin to be released into the

incubation medium (TC-199), and achieved a 6.9-fold stimulation. This result may
also be due to the fact that the second method allows continuous synthesis and release
of allatotropic factors from the brain neurosecretory cells for a 3h-period, while the
protocerebrum extract can only yield the amount of allatotropic factors present at the
moment of brain removal. Nevertheless, activities from the brain-released factor(s)
were comparable with results in the literature. When 2.0 pmol of natural Mas-AT was
used to stimulate the CA from adult M. sexta, an 8.2-fold increase of JH synthesis was
observed (Kataoka et al., 1989). Further, an allatotropic factor partially isolated from
larval G. mellonella stimulated the JH synthesis to 7-fold (Bogus and Scheller, 1994).
Besides the discovery of an allatotropic factor(s) in P. regina, the timing of the
synthesis/release of this factor was studied.

Results from this study and previous

chapters (Chapter II and III) allow us to describe the temporal events occurring after a
liver meal. First, midgut hormone is released into hemolymph around 5 and 6h post¬
liver feeding and peaks at 6h post-feeding (Chapter III). The volume of brain MNCs
then peaks at 8h post-feeding after receiving the signal from the midgut hormone
(Chapter II). The brain releases a massive amount of allatotropic factors at 8h post¬
liver feeding, and the release of allatotropic factors stops within 2h following this
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massive release (this study). I speculate the brain MNCs synthesize and release the
allatotropic factors at 8h post-feeding, although no direct evidence was obtained to
support this hypothesis.
Preliminary data showed that both brain extract and brain released factors
stimulate the CA from sugar-fed 3-day-old, but not from 1- or 2-day-old sugar-fed or
from liver-fed female P. regina (data not shown). These different results may stem
from the possible difference in the competence of CA cells to perceive allatotropic
stimulation. It appears that the CA of P. regina is only receptive to allatotropin when
certain physiological conditions are all set after a protein meal (i.e., at 72h of
adulthood). Once the JH biosynthesis begins, additional allatotropin cannot accelerate
its synthetic rate. The effect of AT in M. sexta (Kataoka et al., 1989), or ASTs in D.
punctata and L. migratoria (Dale and Tobe, 1988; Pratt et al., 1991; Stay et al., 1991;

Cusson et al., 1992) also depends on the developmental and physiological state of the
CA, which may involve the availability of AT or AST receptors.
The hormone receptive period is also observed in responsiveness to bursicon,
eclosion hormone, prothoracicotropic hormone (PTTH), and pheromone biosynthesis¬
activating neurohormone (PBAN) (Nijhout, 1994).

It seems to be a common

phenomenon in hormone-receptor interaction. To date, only one study has examined
the temporal pattern of expression of ecdysteroid receptors and JH binding-proteins
(Riddiford and Truman, 1993).

It will be interesting to determine the temporal

expression pattern of allatotropin receptors in P. regina in the future.
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Protocerebrum and optic lobe extracts1 stimulate JH biosynthesis in P.

Protocerebrum extract
Optic lobe extract
No extract

Estimated JH synthesis
(pmol/gland/h)
(mean + S.E.M.)

12
10
13

0.60 ±0.05 a. A5
0.44 + 0.06 a, AB
0.21+0.01
B

2.83
2.10
N/A

4^

Treatment

No. of
CC-CA tested 3

>

Table 4.1.
regina2

1) Protocerebrum and optic lobe were dissected from 8h post-liver-meal females in
ice cold, Ca -free Phormia saline and homogenized in distilled water to obtain the
extracts.
2) The CC-CA complexes were from 3-day-old, sugar-fed female flies.
3) Four trials with 2 to 4 replicates were run for each experiment.
4) AR=Incorporation of r3Hlmethyl by CC-CA complexes in the presence of extract*
Incorporation of [3H]methyl by CC-CA complexes alone
* extract was prepared from protocerebra or optic lobes
5) a indicates that the incorporation in protocerebrum or optic lobe extract treatments
was significantly different from the control (p< 0.05, two-sample Mest). A and B
indicate that the incorporation rates in these three treatments were different using
one-way ANOVA [p< 0.05, Tukey (HSD) test].
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CHAPTER V
PRESENCE AND FUNCTION OF MANDUCA SEXTA ALLATOTROPIN
(MAS-AT) IN PHORMIA REGINA
Introduction
Manduca sexta allatotropin (Mas-AT) is a 13-residue amidated peptide (Figure
5.1) that activates JH synthesis by the CA of adult M. sexta (Kataoka et al., 1989),
adult H. virescens (Kataoka et al., 1989), and larval A. mellifera (Rachinsky and
Feldlaufer, 2000).

Mas-AT immunoreactive cells are found in all developmental

stages of the M. sexta nervous system (Veenstra and Hagedom, 1993; Veenstra et al.,
1994), and in both larval and adult stages of the Drosophila central nervous system
(Zitnan et al., 1993b; Zitnan et al., 1995).

Further, Mas-AT levels have been

quantified in the brain, ventral nerve cord and retrocerebral complex of adult M. sexta
and in the nervous system of adult P. americana using a sensitive enzyme-linked
immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (Veenstra and Hagedom, 1993).
The Mas-AT gene occurs as a single copy and is expressed in discrete cells in
the brain, frontal ganglion and terminal ganglion of fifth-instar larvae of M sexta
(Taylor et al., 1996).

A peptide (Aee-AT-like) containing Mas-AT sequence was

identified from the abdominal ganglia in Aedes aegypti; but, the function of this
peptide is not known (Veenstra and Costes, 1999).

Another similar peptide is a

myotropin from the male accessory glands of Locusta migratoria (Lom-MT) (Paemen
etal., 1991).
Mas-AT presumably binds to its membrane-bound receptor on the CA cells,
and initiates a second messenger cascade followed by the activation of enzymes in the
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JH biosynthetic pathway.

In fact, Mas-AT induces the formation of inositol 1,4,5-

triphosphate (IP3) in M. sexta CA resulting in an increase in intracellular calcium
levels, which in turn causes an increase in JH synthesis (Reagan et al., 1992).
Results of previous experiments show that an allatotropic factor(s) exists in the
brain of 8 h post-liver-meal female P. regina. The chemical nature of this allatotropic
factor(s) is not known. However, it may share some structural homology with other
allatotropins.

In experiments discussed in this chapter, a Mas-AT-like substance(s)

was localized in P. regina using immunocytochemistry. The allatotropic activity of
synthetic Mas-AT was documented, in vitro, in P. regina.

Results indicated the

existence and function of Mas-AT-like substance(s) in P. regina.

Materials and Methods
Animals
P. regina was reared and maintained as described in Chapter II. The method

of choosing sugar-fed flies as CA donors was described in Chapter III.
M. sexta larvae were regularly obtained as a generous gift from Dr. E. S.

Bowdan, Department of Biology, University of Massachusetts. They were reared on
an artificial diet (Carolina Biological Supply) at 28 ± 2°C, 16 L:8 D. Day 2, 5th instar
larvae were used in this study.

Antiserum
The anti-Mas-AT antiserum was raised in our laboratory by injecting a
synthetic multiple-antigenic-peptide (MAP) that contained a branching heptalysine
core and eight Mas-AT molecules [according to the design of Tam (1988)] into two
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female New Zealand white rabbits (CY16 and CY17) (Tu et al., 2000).

The

specificity of this anti-Mas-AT antiserum was first determined by examining whether
neurons of larval M. sexta, previously identified as producing Mas-AT by using in situ
hybridization (Taylor et al., 1996), could be recognized by our antiserum. Second, the
specificity of this antiserum was characterized by probing different tissues from 2-dayold, 5

instar M. sexta larvae.

Third, a competitive enzyme-linked immunosorbent

assay (cELISA) for Mas-AT was used to establish the reactivity of our antiserum and
the synthetic Mas-AT, and to compare the possible cross-reactivity of our antiserum to
two structurally similar peptides (Figure 5.1) (Tu et al, 2000). All three, Mas-AT and
Mas-AT-related, peptides mentioned here were synthesized at the Protein/Nucleic
Acid Sequencer Core Facility, Institute of Zoology, Academia Sinica by Ms. C. -C.
Lin.

Immunocytochemistry
Animals were anesthetized by CO2 and kept on ice before dissection. Sugarand liver-fed female P. regina were injected with 4 % (W/V) paraformaldehyde in
sodium phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.4) to slightly fix tissues before dissection.
After opening the body cavity, several drops of ice cold 4 % (w/v) paraformaldehyde
were applied to soak all the body tissues.

In M. sexta, nervous tissues, body wall

muscles, fat bodies, Malpighian tubules, midguts, and salivary glands were removed.
In P. regina, the nervous tissues along with CC-CA complexes were removed.
Removed tissues were kept in a fresh supply of the same fixative for approximately
18h at 4°C.
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Whole-mount preparations were processed using a previously published
method (Davis, 1987). Briefly, the above fixed tissues were washed thoroughly 4 to 6
times (each lasting lh) in phosphate buffered saline plus 0.5 % Triton X-100 (PBST).
The tissues were then blocked in 10 % normal goat serum (NGS) in PBST for lh
before soaking in the Mas-AT antiserum (CY17 diluted 1:500 or 1:1,000 in 10 %
NGS/PBST) for 48h at 4°C (without agitation).

After being treated with primary

antiserum, tissues were washed 5 times (lh each) in PBST, blocked a second time
with 10 % NGS in PBST for lh. Tissues were then treated with rhodamine (TRITC)conjugated goat anti-rabbit IgG (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, Inc.) (1:200
dilution in 10 % NGS/PBST) in the dark overnight (ca. 18h).

Tissues were then

washed 3 times with PBST (20 min each) in the dark before clearing in a glycerol
series (40, 60, and 80 % glycerol in carbonate/bicarbonate buffer, 30 min in each
glycerol solution).

All steps described here were done at room temperature with

agitation unless mentioned otherwise.

Preparations were mounted between a

microscopic slide and a coverglass in Vectashield mounting medium.
Preparations were then observed and photographed using an epi-fluorescent
microscope (Zeiss) equipped with a filter for rhodamine and an automatic Zeiss MC
63/M35F Photomicro Gaphic camera.

For some specimens, microimages were

prepared using a confocal microscope (MRC600 Krypton-Argon, Bio-Rad, using
exciter wavelength of 568 nm and GR2 emission filter block) located at the Central
Microscope Facility of the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. Microimages were
recorded using COMOS (Bio-Rad). Controls were run so that primary antiserum was
substituted by normal rabbit serum in 1:500 or 1:1,000 dilution and the Mas-AT
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antiserum (in 1:1,000 dilution) pretreated with synthetic Mas-AT (20, 40, and 80 pg
per treatment).
Radiochemical Assay

The influence of Mas-AT on JH biosynthesis in adult P. regina was examined
using the in vitro radiochemical assay described in Chapter III.

One pair of CC-CA

complexes from 3-day-old, sugar-fed females was incubated in 25 pi of TC-199 with
lpCi [3H]-methionine (specific activity 200 mCi/mmol) in the presence of 2, 20 or
200 pmol of synthetic Mas-AT for 4 h. Incubations with CC-CA only and without any
synthetic Mas-AT served as untreated controls. Three trials with 3 to 5 replicates were
run for each synthetic AT treatment.

The activation ratio (AR) was calculated as

follows:
*2

AR = Incorporation off Hlmethyl by CC-CA complexes in the presence of Mas-AT
Incorporation of [ H]methyl by CC-CA complexes alone
Data Analysis

A two-sample /-test was used to compare the average effects of synthetic MasAT treatments and controls. One-way ANOVA was used to test the homogeneity of
the means of JH synthesis across the untreated controls and across treatments when the
CC-CA were exposed to different doses of synthetic Mas-AT. The data were analyzed
using Statistix (V. 4.0).
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Result
Characterization of Antiserum Against Mas-AT
Both rabbits (CY16 and CY17) produced high titer antiserum in quantities of
over 100 ml each.

The specificity of these antisera was first examined using

immunocytochemistry to probe tissues from larval M. sexta.

Results showed no

immunoreactive cells in the body wall muscle, fat body, Malpighian tubule, midgut, or
salivary gland.

Immunopositive neurons were identified in the frontal ganglion

(Figure 5.2, A), brain (Figure 5.2, B), and terminal abdominal ganglion (Figure 5.2, C)
with their number and location identical to those reported by Taylor et al. (1996).
They reported the presence of one pair of neurons in the frontal ganglion and one pair
in the terminal abdominal ganglion, as well as numerous immunoreactive neurons in
the brain. No difference in cell number was observed between preparations treated
with either 1:500 or 1:1,000 dilution of the primary antiserum, although the
background signal at 1:500 dilution was higher. Tissues probed with antisera that had
been

pretreated

with

synthetic

Mas-AT

failed

to

recognize

any

Mas-AT

immunopositive neurons. This indicated that at the three doses used here (20, 40, and
80 pg per pretreatment), synthetic Mas-AT could effectively abolish the recognition of
neuronal Mas-AT (or Mas-AT-like substance) by anti-Mas-AT antisera.

This result

also attested to the specificity of our antisera to Mas-AT.
cELISA for Mas-AT was used to check possible cross-reactivity to two other
peptides that partially resemble Mas-AT. The cELISA had a linear detection range of
25 to 2,500 ng of synthetic Mas-AT, when the antiserum was used in a 1:400,000
dilution (Figure 5.3).

Results (Figure 5.3) showed that with the current ELISA
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protocols, it took ca. 110 ng of Mas-AT or more than 2,000 ng of Lom-MT to reach 50
% inhibition.

The difference was about 20-fold.

Interestingly, the affinity of our

antisera was extremely low towards the Aee-AT-like peptide.

The competitive

inhibition never exceeded 20 % in this assay.
Localization of Mas-AT Immunoreactive Cells in P. regina
When probed with anti-Mas-AT antiserum, immunopositive neurons were
identified in the brain of P. regina (Figure 5.2, D, E, F, and G) but not in the thoracicabdominal ganglion.

In each brain hemisphere of both sugar- and liver-fed adult

female, P. regina, two lateral neurosecretory cells (LNCs) (Figure 5.2, D and F) and
some 9 to 11 neurosecretory cells located between the pars intercerebralis and the
oesophagus foramen (Figure 5.2, D and E) were found to contain immunopositive
material. This distribution of immunopositive neurons differed significantly from that
of the larval brain of M. sexta (Figure 5.2, B).

It was also interesting to note that

immunoreactive material was present in the CC of liver-fed P. regina (6h after the
onset of the liver meal) while cells of the CA of both sugar- and liver-fed flies, as well
as the CC of sugar-fed flies, were lacking any Mas-AT-like substance.
Biological Activity of Mas-AT in P. regina
Results of this experiment showed that synthetic Mas-AT stimulates JH
biosynthesis by the CA in adult sugar-fed female P. regina in a dose-dependent
manner. JH production in the presence of 2 pmol of synthetic Mas-AT (0.33 + 0.02
pmol/gland/h) was not significantly different from that of the control (0.17 + 0.04
pmol/gland/h) (P> 0.05, two-sample r-test), although the AR was 1.96. JH synthesis
in the presence of 20 and 200 pmol of synthetic Mas-AT (0.65 + 0.06 and 0.26 + 0.03
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pmol/gland/h) was significantly higher than that of the controls (0.24 ± 0.04 and 0.13
± 0.02 pmol/gland/h) (P< 0.05, two-sample /-test).
respectively (Figure 5.4).

The AR was 2.64 and 2.00,

The highest stimulation of synthetic Mas-AT occurred at

the concentration of 20 pmol [P< 0.05, one-way ANOVA, Tukey (HSD) test].

No

significant difference among untreated controls was observed [P< 0.01, one-way
ANOVA, Tukey (HSD) test].

Discussion
A Mas-AT-like substance(s) in the nervous system of P. regina was identified
using antisera raised against a synthetic Mas-AT MAP immunogen. In P. regina, two
pairs of LNCs and some neurosecretory cells located between the pars intercerebralis
and the oesophagus foramen were the primary synthetic sites of Mas-AT-like
substance(s).

This substance(s) was also present in the CC from 6h post-liver-meal

flies, but not from sugar-fed flies.
contained no immunoreactivity.

The CA from both sugar- and liver-fed flies

The relationship between liver-feeding and the

presence of Mas-AT-like substance(s) in P. regina, however, needs to be investigated
in a time course manner and using a quantitative method such as cELISA. In addition,
whether or not the Mas-AT-like substance(s) present in the CC is the same as the one
present in the brain neurosecretory cells remains to be investigated.
The distribution of Mas-AT-like substance(s) in P. regina was quite different
from that observed for M. sexta, in which two frontal and two terminal abdominal
ganglionic neurosecretory cells are the primary sites, with many other neurosecretory
cells scattered around the brain.

In contrast to lepidopterans, it is documented that
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dipterans such as blow flies and related species do not have frontal ganglia (Dai et al.,
1987; Dethier, 1976; Langley, 1965).

It is conceivable that allatotropin secretion is

performed by the rest of the central nervous system in these species when the frontal
ganglion is absent.

However, compared to the wide spread presence of Mas-AT

immunoreactive cells in the Drosophila central nervous system (Zitnan et al., 1995;
Zitnan et al., 1993b), the localization of Mas-AT-like substance(s) in P. regina is more
specific.
In the past, Mas-AT activity is thought to be restricted to the adult lepidopteran
because it stimulates JH synthesis by the CA of adult M. sexta and adult H. virescens
but not the CA of adult T. molitor, S. nitens, and P. americana (Kataoka et al., 1989).
However, a recent study showed that Mas-AT stimulates JH synthesis by the CA of
feeding stage larval A. mellifera in a dose-dependent fashion, but not by the prepupal
CA (Rachinsky and Feldlaufer, 2000). These investigators found that at 10‘4 M, MasAT causes a 2.2-fold increase in JH release, in vitro.

This observation is the first

report that Mas-AT stimulates the CA of a non-lepidopteran, albeit that the effective
concentration of Mas-AT (10‘4 M) is much higher than that in the lepidopteran (10'9
M). Thus, some researchers may consider this a pharmacological effect. This study
showed that in the presence of 20 pmol (8x1 O'7 M) and 200 pmol (8x10‘6 M) of
synthetic Mas-AT in the incubation medium, JH biosynthesis by the CA from 3-dayold, sugar-fed, female P. regina, increases by an average of 2.64-fold and 2.00-fold,
respectively.
this fly.

The stimulatory effect of synthetic Mas-AT is also dose-dependent in

This represents the first documented case for an allatotropic effect of

synthetic Mas-AT in a non-lepidopteran using physiological doses. Using an in vitro
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system, it is not uncommon to observe hormonal effect at 10'7 M. For example, the
early puffs from the giant chromosome 3 of the salivary glands of D. melanogaster are
induced over a wide range of ecdysone concentrations, from lxlO'9 M to 5x1 O'7 M
with a 50 % response recorded at lxlO'7 M (Russell and Ashbumer, 1996). However,
the absolute stimulatory effect for Mas-AT is considerably less in P. regina (2.64fold) than in M. sexta (8.2-fold) (Kataoka et al., 1989) in the stages tested.
As mentioned above, in M. sexta, Mas-AT can stimulate JH biosynthesis by
adult CA only (Kataoka et al., 1989), yet it exists in both adult and larval stages. Its
presence in larval M. sexta is independently confirmed (Taylor et al., 1996).

Thus,

one may reason that the presence of Mas-AT in larvae is linked to non-allatotropic
functions. Indeed, Veenstra et al. (1994) reported a non-allatotropic excitatory effect
of Mas-AT on the heart of pharate adult M. sexta. Equally interesting is the recent
finding that Mas-AT inhibits the short-circuit current (7SC) across the posterior midgut
of fourth instar feeding larvae, and day-2, fifth instar larvae of M. sexta (Lee et al.,
1998). More non-allatotropic functions for Mas-AT remain to be discovered
In this chapter, the presence and function of Mas-AT-like substance(s) in P.
regina have been discussed. However, many questions remain. Is this Mas-AT-like
substance(s) the authentic Mas-AT or just a structurally related homologue? Is there a
neuropeptide that is structurally unrelated to Mas-AT serving as a component of the
total allatotropic function in P. regina that has evaded our detection so far? Are there
non-allatotropic functions for Mas-AT-like substance(s) in P. regina? These questions
remain to be answered. In the next chapter, the possibility of the existence of a unique
P. regina allatotropin is discussed.
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Figure 5.3 Relative affinities of Mas-AT, Lom-MT, and Aee-AT-like peptide
toward Mas-AT antiserum. Results of a cELISA for Mas-AT showed that the
affinity of Lom-MT was 20-fold less than that of Mas-AT towards the antiserum.
Very little inhibition was detected for Aee-AT-like peptide at up to 2,000 ng level
suggesting very low affinity to the antiserum.
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100

% Inhibition

Figure 5.4 Synthetic Mas-AT stimulates JH biosynthesis in P. regina. The
incorporation of [ H] methionine into the CA of 3-day-old, sugar-fed, female P.
regina in the presence of 2, 20, and 200 pmol of synthetic Mas-AT is shown.
Incubations of CC-CA in the absence of synthetic Mas-AT served as untreated
controls. Stars (*) indicate the incorporation in the treatment is significantly
higher than that of the control (p< 0.05, two-sample t-test).
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CHAPTER VI
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ALLATOTROPIC FACTOR(S)
IN PHORMIA REGINA
. Introduction
The allatotropic effect of synthetic Mas-AT was shown in P. regina (Chapter
V).

It remains to be determined if the Mas-AT-like substance(s) composes all the

allatotropic factor(s) in this fly, or if there are some Phormia-specific allatotropin(s)
involved. The most definitive approach towards the determination of the nature of the
allatotropic factor(s) in this fly is purification and chemical identification. Such a goal
is beyond the scope of this dissertation.

However, it is worthwhile to determine

indirectly the merit of the hypothesis that Phormia-specific allatotropin(s) exists. To
this end, the anti-Mas-AT antiserum was used to neutralize Mas-AT or Mas-AT-like
substance(s) in P. regina. I postulated that if the Mas-AT-like substance(s) is the only
allatotropic factor(s) in this fly, the antiserum neutralization scheme should be able to
remove the bulk of the allatotropic effect.
Many studies with mammals have used hormone neutralization to probe the
chemical structure and function of hormones.
clinical application.

This approach also has potential for

For instance, injections of antibodies against the nerve growth

factor (NGF), a hormone required for growth and development of the sympathetic
nervous system, cause developmental failure of this system. The injected animals are
effectively immunosympathectomized (Hadley, 1996).

Injection of an antiserum

against Gastrimmune (gastrin immunogen) in mice, bearing human colorectal tumors,
significantly limits primary tumor growth and lung metastasis by neutralizing the
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gastrin peptides.

Both precursor forms of gastrin and mature amidated gastrin

peptides enhance proliferation of colorectal tumors (Watson et al., 1999). In addition,
this neutralization method has been used in studying allatotropin in the larval wax
moth, G. mellonella (Bogus and Scheller, 1994). A polypeptide with a band at 20 kDa
following electrophoresis has an allatotropic effect on the larval CA, in vitro.
Monoclonal antibodies against this peptide inhibit the brain allatotropic effect under
the in vitro brain-CA co-incubation and suppress supernumerary larval molts under the
in vivo condition. Immunocytochemistry also reveals two pairs of MNCs in the larval
brain and the CC as the source and storage site of this polypeptide, respectively
(Bogus and Scheller, 1994).
In this current study, the anti-Mas-AT antiserum raised in our laboratory
(details in Chapter V) was first injected into the liver-fed female flies and follicle
development examined at 48h after the injection. Second, the neutralization effect of
this antiserum was examined using the in vitro radiochemical assay for JH
biosynthesis. Results showed the anti-Mas-AT antiserum could partially suppress the
allatotropic effect of the brain under both in vivo and in vitro conditions.

Materials and Methods
Animals
P. regina was reared and maintained as described in Chapter II. The method
of choosing sugar-fed flies as CA donors followed the procedures described in
Chapter III.
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Neutralization of Mas-AT-like Substance(s), In Vivo
Both CY16 and CY17 anti-Mas-AT antisera (Chapter V) were used to
neutralize the Mas-AT-like substance(s) in P. regina, in vivo.

Flies injected with

normal rabbit serum (NRS) served as controls. To ensure a maximal neutralization of
the Mas-AT-like substance(s) in P. regina by the antisera, in vivo, antisera at
maximum concentrations short of detrimental effect on oogenesis were used.

To

determine such an antiserum concentration, a preliminary injection experiment was
conducted using NRS diluted 2, 4, and 8X in Phormia saline. Liver-fed female flies
were anesthetized by CO2 and chilled on ice during the injection period (ca. 30 min),
and were injected with 1 pi of one of the above NRS concentrations 2h after a liver
meal. After injection, flies were released into the observation cup (16 oz. white plastic
Deli cup with screened lid), with 4.3 % sucrose solution provided daily, for another
48h. The mortality was recorded every day and follicle development was examined at
the end of the observation period. The method of examining the follicle development
followed that stated in Chapter III. The non-injected, liver-fed female flies were used
as untreated controls. Three trials were run with 10 flies for each experiment.
Preliminary results showed the 4 and 8X diluted NRS gave the same mortality
(<10 %) as the control.

However, the flies injected with 2X diluted NRS gave a

higher mortality (ca. 60 %).

Thus, the 4X dilution was the highest concentration

tested that had the least detrimental effect on flies and was used for further
experimentation. The 4X diluted anti-Mas-AT antiserum (1 pi) was injected into the
liver-fed flies 2h post-liver-feeding to neutralize the Mas-AT-like substance(s), in
vivo.

Control flies were injected with 4X diluted NRS.
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Follicle development was

examined at 48h post-injection. Four trials with 9 to 12 flies each were run for each
experiment.

Neutralization of Brain Allatotropic Factor(s) by Anti-Mas-AT Antiserum,

In Vitro
In order to test if a Mas-AT-like substance(s) could account for the entire
allatotropic function in P. regina, an in vitro neutralization experiment was performed.
A preliminary experiment was conducted to determine an optimal dose of antiserum to
neutralize the brain allatotropic factors, in vitro.

The NRS (0.25, 0.5, or 1 pi) was

added to TC-199 to make a total volume of 10 pi. This TC-199 was used to incubate

2

brains from 8h post-liver-meal donors for 3h, and then used in the radiochemical

assay for JH biosynthesis.

The final CA incubation medium contained 10 pi of

pretreated TC-199 and 15 pi of fresh TC-199 with 1 pCi [3H]-methionine (specific
activity 200 mCi/mmol).
stated in Chapter III.

Procedures for the radiochemical assay followed those

Three trials with 3 to 5 replicates were run in each NRS

treatment.
After the optimal dose of antiserum for the in vitro neutralization experiments
was decided with NRS, a similar amount of Mas-AT antiserum (CY17) was added to
the medium when making the pretreated TC-199 as previously described. This system
would neutralize any Mas-AT-like substance(s) released by the brain. Four trials with

6 replicates were run for each experiment.

In this experiment, untreated controls, i.e.,

CC-CA complexes incubated in 25 pi straight TC-199 contained 1

pCi [3H]-

methionine (specific activity 200 mCi/mmol), provided the baseline activity.
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The

activation ratio (AR) was calculated for the above two experiments using a previously
described formula (Chapter IV) to compare JH synthesis among different treatments.

Data Analysis
A Chi-square test was used to compare the neutralization effect of anti-MasAT antiserum on follicle development.

One-way ANOVA was used to compare JH

synthesis of NRS treatments, anti-Mas-AT antiserum treatments and untreated
controls in the in vitro neutralization experiments.

The data were analyzed using

Statistix (V. 4.0) and SAS (V. 6.0).

Results
Neutralization of Mas-AT-like Substance(s), In Vivo
To examine whether the brain allatotropic factor(s) in P. regina is the Mas-AT
or a related substance(s), an in vivo neutralization experiment was conducted.

A

partial neutralization effect was observed when injected with 1 pi of the 4X diluted
CY16 or CY17 anti-Mas-AT antiserum to liver-fed female flies 2h after a liver meal
(Table 6.1, Figure 6.1).

The percentage of flies with stages 5 and 6 follicles in the

anti-Mas-AT antiserum treatment was significantly higher than that in NRS control

(P< 0.05, Chi-square test) (Figure 6.1), which indicated that the injection had held the
flies' follicle development to stages earlier than those of the controls.

In addition,

none of the anti-Mas-AT antiserum injected flies had stage 10 follicles as compared to
18.9 % in the NRS control (Table 6.1, Figure 6.1) also attesting the deceleration of
follicle development by the antiserum. This trend could be seen more clearly when
follicle development was categorized to undeveloped (stage 1 to 3), moderately
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developed (stage 4 to 6), highly developed (stage 7 to 9), and fully developed (stage
10) follicle (Table 6.1).

At least 40 % of the antiserum-injected flies fell into the

moderately developed category, while only 16 % of the control flies remained in this
category. In addition, about 8 % more flies possessed highly developed follicles in
controls than in treatments. No difference was observed between flies injected with
either CY16 or CY17 anti-Mas-AT antiserum (P> 0.05, Chi-square test).
Neutralization of Brain Allatotropic Factor(s) by Anti-Mas-AT Antiserum,

In Vitro
Presence of NRS in TC-199 reduced JH synthesis in a dose responsive fashion
(Table 6.2). At the lowest NRS concentration tested (0.25 pi NRS/25 pi TC-199), the
AR was reduced to 5.3, although the reduction is not statistically significant from the
control where the brain allatotropic factor(s) (BAF) was not accompanied by animal
serum (AR=6.5) (Table 6.2). The detrimental effect increased in this in vitro system
with increasing doses of NRS. The presence of 1 pi of NRS in TC-199 completely
eliminated the effect of BAF and lowered JH biosynthesis to the same level as the
control CA incubated without BAF and NRS (Table 6.2, None). Thus, the more than
optimal quantity of serum interfered this in vitro system and decreased the allatotropic
effect from the brains.

Since adding 0.25 pi of NRS to 25 pi TC-199 had no

statistically significant detrimental effect, this volume of antiserum was used to
neutralize the brain allatotropic factor(s), in vitro.
Results showed a partial neutralization effect on this in vitro system when the
Mas-AT antiserum (CY17) was added to TC-199 and pre-incubated with the brains for
3h. The AR decreased from 5.2 in the control (NRS+BAF) to 3.1 in the treatment
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(CY17+BAF), which was statistically different (Table 6.3) (P< 0.05, two-sample ttest).

The same results also showed that a notable allatotropic effect from brains

survived the neutralizing by CY17 antiserum (Table 6.3).

Discussion
In order to achieve reproductive maturation, a precise control of JH titer is very
important for insects.

In P. regina, JH is important in regulating Vg uptake and

mating behavior in females (details in Chapter I). Results from my previous chapters
discuss the existence of allatotropic factors in this fly. To gain some knowledge of the
chemical characteristics of brain allatotropic factor(s) in P. regina before attempting
its purification, I resorted to both in vivo and in vitro neutralization experiments using
the two anti-Mas-AT antisera.
In the in vivo study, the antisera partially neutralized the follicle development.
This suggests that Mas-AT-like substance(s) only accounted for a portion of the
allatotropin(s) in this fly. However, the in vivo system is far more complicated than
the in vitro system and provides only indirect evidence of the allatotropic effect
through examining the follicle development.

Alternately, the partial neutralization

may be due to a compensatory effect of the feedback loop of the endocrine system.
When the hormone titer is lower than the normal physiological range, a feedback loop
increases the hormone secretion to help maintain the normal physiological events
(Hadley, 1996). Thus, if Mas-AT-like substance(s) is the authentic allatotropin in P.
regina, the injection of anti-Mas-AT antiserum should decrease the free allatotropin

available to its receptor and diminish JH production. A feedback loop would cause the
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increase of midgut hormone secretion, which then increases the allatotropin secretion.
This feedback compensation would partially or fully restore follicle development. To
simplify the complexity of the in vivo system, an in vitro system was adopted to study
the neutralization effect directly on the regulation of JH biosynthesis. Results from
the in vivo neutralization and from Chapter V showed no significant difference
between the CY16 and CY17 antisera in their ability to recognize Mas-AT or MasAT-like substance(s). Thus, CY17 antiserum was used in the in vitro neutralization
experiments.
Results from the in vitro study also showed a partial neutralization effect on JH
synthesis when anti-Mas-AT antiserum is pre-incubated with the brains.

The

agreement between the in vivo and in vitro studies suggests the existence of other
allatotropins in P. regina. One may also argue that the partial neutralizing effect in the
in vitro system is caused by a less than adequate antiserum concentration. In the in
vivo

system,

the

concentration used to

neutralize

substance(s) was 0.036 pi antiserum/pl hemolymph.

the

Mas-AT/Mas-AT-like

In the in vitro study, the

concentration used to neutralize the Mas-AT-like substance(s) was 0.010 pi
antiserum/pl TC-199. The cELISA results from Chapter V showed that 2,500 ng of
synthetic Mas-AT could achieve almost 100 % inhibition towards 100 pi of CY16
antiserum diluted at 400,000-fold (Figure 5.3). In order to fully exhaust the antiserum
under current in vitro incubation conditions, at least 100 pg (0.07 M) of Mas-AT was
need.

Generally speaking, the physiological range of hormones is around 10'9 to

10'12 M, although it is not uncommon to observed a hormonal effect at 10'7 M with an
in vitro system (details in discussion, Chapter V).

I believe that it is virtually

* 1-

impossible that the two brains from 8h post-liver-meal P. regina could synthesize and
release more than 100 pg Mas-AT or Mas-AT-like substance(s), thus fully exhausting
the anti-Mas-AT antiserum and still having some left for biological activity after the
3h incubation period. Consequently, the allatotropic effect observed in the in vitro, as
well as in the in vivo system, is most likely coming from a molecule with a structure
immunologically unrelated to Mas-AT.
Results discussed in previous chapters also provide some indirect evidence to
support the existence of additional Phormia allatotropic factor(s). First, the maximum
allatotropic effect of synthetic Mas-AT (2.6-fold) (Chapter V) was much lower than
that of the brain released factor(s) (6.9-fold) (Chapter IV).

Second, the Mas-AT

immunoreactive neurons were located in the LNCs and neurosecretory cells located
between the pars intercerebralis and oesophagus foramen, but not in the type-A brain
MNCs (Chapter V). If the function of type-A MNCs is to release the allatotropin after
being triggered by midgut hormone, they may synthesize and release a unique
Phormia allatotropin. This study points to the possibility of a new allatotropin(s). In

addition, the allatotropin(s) in P. regina may consist of a family whose members are
characterized with different chemical structures. There are three JH species, JHB3, JH
III and MF, identified in P. regina (Yin et al., 1995). The ratio of these three JHs is
different in the sexes and under different nutritional conditions (Yin, 1994).

Is it

possible that each allatotropin only controls the synthesis of one JH species? Further
purification, chemical identification and functional study will be needed in order to
answer these unresolved questions.

Ill

Table 6.1 Neutralization of Mas-AT-like substance(s) by anti-Mas-AT antiserum, in
vivo, affects follicle development in liver-fed P. reginci

Treatment

Undeveloped
follicle (%)

Moderately
developed
follicle (%)

Highly
developed
follicle (%)

CY16 injected
CY17 injected
Control

0
2.3
0

43.9 *
43.2 *
16.2

56.1
56.8
64.9

Fully
developed
follicle(%)

0
0
18.9 *1 2

1) The flies were injected with antiserum (at 4X dilution, 1 pi) 2h after a liver meal.
2) The percentage of injected females showing a significant difference is labeled with
a star (*) (P< 0.05, Chi-square test).

Table 6.2 Effect of normal rabbit serum (NRS) on JH synthesis in P. regina\ when
the CA is incubated with brain allatotropic factor(s) (BAF)2

CC-CA plus treatment

No. of
total flies3

Incorporation (pmol/gland/h)
(mean + S.E.M.)

AR4

BAF
0.25 pi NRS + BAF
0.50 pi NRS + BAF
1.00 pi NRS + BAF
None

10
10
10
10
10

1.04 + 0.16 a5
0.84 + 0.11 a
0.43 ± 0.05 b
0.11 ± 0.07 b
0.16 ± 0.04 b

6.5
5.3
2.7
0.7
N/A

1) CC-CA complexes were from 3-day-old, sugar-fed flies.
2) Brains without optic lobes (partial brains) were from 8h post-liver-meal donors
and pre-incubated in TC-199 for 3h.
3) Three trials with 3 to 5 replicates were run for each experiment.
4) Activation ratio (AR) was calculated as described in Table 4.1
5) Different letters indicate the incorporation is significantly different (P< 0.05, one¬
way ANOVA).
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Table 6.3 Effect of anti-Mas-AT antiserum (CY17) on JH synthesis in P. regina\
when the CA is incubated with brain allatotropic factor(s) (BAF)2

CC-CA plus treatment

0.25 fil NRS + BAF
0.25 pi CY17+BAF
None

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

No. of
total flies3

Incorporation (pmol/gland/h)
(mean + S.E.M.)

0.78 ±0.16 a5
0.46 +0.09 b
0.15 ±0.03 c

24
24
12

See Table 6.2, footnote 1.
See Table 6.2, footnote 2.
Four trials with 6 replicates were run for each experiment.
Activation ratio (AR) was calculated as in Table 4.1.
See Table 6.2, footnote 5.
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AR4

5.2
3.1
N/A

Figure 6.1 Percentage of females in each stage of follicle development after
injected with anti-Mas-AT antisera, CY16 and CY17, as compared to the normal
rabbit serum injected control. The boxes across the X-axis indicate 0 %.
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CHAPTER VII
GENERAL DISCUSSION
In an attempt to elucidate the dietary-induced endocrine cascade in regulating
oogenesis in insects, P. regina was used as a model in this dissertation.

Recent

discovery of the midgut peptide hormone from this insect provided a direct link
between food (protein-rich meal) intake and the initiation of the endocrine cascade for
oogenesis. It is also the first known insect gut hormone with a gonadotropic effect
(Yin et al., 1994). The circulation of midgut hormone in the hemolymph, the target
cells/organs of this hormone and the physiological function of its target cells/organs,
however, have not been determined. Thus, experiments were designed to help clarify
the above unknowns.
Circulation of midgut hormone in the hemolymph was demonstrated by
injecting partially purified hemolymph into flies and observing its oogenesisstimulating effect.

Results indicated that a gonadotropic factor exists in the

hemolymph at 5 and 6h after a liver meal, and peaks at 6h post-feeding.

Further,

results from the in vitro radiochemical assay suggested that this gonadotropic factor is
not an allatotropin.

The release timing of this gonadotropic hormone is consistent

with the biological activity of the midgut hormone observed from midgut extracts (Yin
et al., 1994).

Thus, the gonadotropic hormone observed in this work is likely the

midgut hormone.

These results also established the hormonal status of midgut

hormone because it is hemolymph-bome.
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To study the possible target cells/organs of this midgut hormone, histological
methods and hormonal applications were combined. When partially purified midgut
hormone was injected into liver-fed flies, the volume of type-A MNCs in treated flies
increased more rapidly than that of saline injected controls. In addition, injection of
midgut hormone affected the distribution of stainable aggregates of type-A MNCs.
The cellular changes indicate the type-A MNCs are under a very active synthesis/
release phase. These results suggested that type-A MNCs are one group of target cells
of midgut hormone. Further, the volume of type-A MNCs peaks at 8 h after a liver
meal. This timing also supports the notion that midgut hormone is released into the
hemolymph at 6h post feeding and activates type-A MNCs 2h after its release. This is
the first study to show that a gut hormone (i.e., midgut hormone) is cerebrotropic in
insects.
The possible function of the brain after receiving signals from midgut hormone
was studied. Previous studies suggested that brain may regulate oogenesis through
two or more neurohormones (Yin et al., 1994) in P. regina. This study has focused on
the allatotropic function of the brain.
In vitro studies showed that both protocerebrum and optic lobe extracts

stimulate JH biosynthesis by the CA (2.8- and 2.1-fold, respectively). In addition, the
brain releases a factor(s) having a strong allatotropic effect (6.9-fold). The release of
this factor(s) peaks at 8h after a liver meal. This timing is consistent with that of the
peak volume of type-A MNCs. Thus, type-A MNCs may release allatotropin after
being triggered by midgut hormone.

This possibility, however, cannot be

unequivocally tested before allatotropin(s) in this fly is purified.
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In Diptera, the

chemical nature of the allatoregulating factors remains unknown. Although several
peptides similar to allatostatins (Duve et al, 1994; Veenstra et al, 1997), and one
peptide similar to Mas-AT (Veenstra and Costes, 1999) have been purified, no
allatoregulating effect of these peptides has been observed in dipterans.

In vitro

studies showed that an allatostatic factor may exist in the Drosophila brain (Moshitzky
and Applebaum, 1995). This current study, however, is the first study to show that an
allatotropic factor may exist in a dipteran brain (i.e., P. regina).
The chemical nature of the allatotropic factor(s) observed above was studied
using

immunocytochemistry,

in

vitro

radiochemical

assay,

and

antiserum

neutralization. Either neuropeptides or biogenic amines or a combination of the two
may regulate CA activity.

To date, Mas-AT is the only allatotropin with a known

amino acid sequence (Kataoka et al., 1989).

Serotonin has been shown to have an

allatotropic effect on the honey bee CA (Rachinsky, 1994).

In P. regina, Mas-AT

immunoactivity is restricted in the LNCs and NSCs located between the pars
intercerebralis and oesophagus foramen, and in CC of liver-fed flies at 6h post liver¬
feeding, but not in CA from both sugar- and liver-fed flies. It is possible that these
two groups of neurosecretory cells are also target cells of midgut hormone, however,
further investigation is needed before this conclusion is made. Further, presence of
synthetic Mas-AT (8x10‘7 M) stimulated JH biosynthesis to 2.64-fold of that of the
control CA, in vitro.

This is the first report that a lepidopteran allatotropin has a

physiological effect on a dipteran.
Results from antiserum neutralization experiments, both in vivo and in vitro,
suggested that the allatotropic factors in this fly contain Mas-AT-like substance(s) and
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other factors. These factors are immunologically distinguishable from Mas-AT. It is
conceivable that these additional Phormia allatotropic factors are also peptides and are
synthesized/released by type-A MNCs after being triggered by midgut hormone. It is
also conceivable that these factors are biogenic amines (i.e. serotonin because
serotonin-immunoreactivity is observed in both the brain and optic lobe of this fly).
These results suggested additional Phormia allatotropin(s) do exist, although the
chemical sturcture of this allatotropin(s) remains to be determined.
In summary (Figure 7.1), my results are integrated into a previously proposed
model (Yin et al,, 1994).
adequate protein meal.

A hungry female fly begins the search and acquires an
Some unknown factors in the protein meal stimulate the

release of midgut hormone into the hemolymph around 6h post-meal.

Midgut

hormone then binds to its targets in the brain. At least one of the targets is the type-A
MNCs. It is conceivable that this midgut hormone activates the allatotropin-producing
cells to synthesize and release allatotropin(s) around 8h after the meal.

The

allatotropin(s) then activates JH biosynthesis by the CA. A high JH titer is observed
in the hemolymph within 24h after liver feeding, and will be conducive to initiating
mating behavior and vitellogenin uptake.
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72 h of adulthood

6 h post feeding

8 h post feeding

24 h post feeding
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